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Managing your property is a hole -in -one with Maytag
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How so? With Matag Commercial Neptune Washers, property managers will not
only save up to 50%* on water and energy costs, residents will be pleased with their
peilormance .ind less downtime. Maytag coin- and debit card -ready machines are
dependable and come with top-notch service from a Maytag Commercial Laundry
provider. Contact us for more info on our full line of commercial -grade washers and
dryers, or to find a Maytag Commercial Laundry provider near you.

1-800-688-0208 www.MaytagCommercialLaundry.com

5Corip.ired to commercial top -toad washera. )2OO5. Muytej Applionce
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We Reap What We Recruit

The more we work together to spread the word about the Institute

and recruit new members, the closer we'll get to achieving our

goal of being the first choice of real estate owners, investors and

managers and their companies. Membership growth equals high-

er visibility, giving us more power to shape our future, from influ-

encing legislation to determining our career outlook.

We have set key programs in motion to achieve aggressive
membership growth. Implementing our new membership requirements in January was

the first major step we took this year. The education requirements have been better
defined and while experience is stiil a critical component of the CPM designation, ver-

ification of experience is not required until the end of the candidacy period. These

streamlined requirements, in tune with the "real world," will help us attract real estate

management professionals during the early stages of their careers.

Now, with our new student membership program, we can broaden our reach
among college students as well, introducing them to the real estate management indus-

try as they prepare for their careers. Visit www.irem.org for more information about

student membership. The Institute has also created a new academic membership sta-
tus for those who are the primary influencers of students' career decisions-faculty
members at colleges and universities.

How will we benefit from drawing in more young professionals? Besides sustaining

the future growth of the Institute, we'll create a larger pool of qualified job candidates

we can hire at our own companies.

Additionally, the online CPM Candidate application has produced a phenomenal

response! We're only halfway through 2005 and we've already received more than 800

Candidate applications. Compare this to just last year, when we received 539 applica-

tions during the whole year. Clearly, we have made astounding progress.

You can help IREM grow by participating in the 2005 Member -Get -A -Member

Rewards program. All it takes is one-and the potential results are amazing. If each of
us referred just one new member, the Institute would double in size and our presence

as an organization would expand exponentially. Twice as many IREM Members would

be managing real estate around the world, securing our ability to set the standards for

the industry.

With just one referral, you'll also have a chance to win substantial rewards. Just

one application listing you as the referring member enters you in the grand prize
drawing for $2,500 in American Express Gift Cheques. Enclosed with this JPM
issue, you'll find a postcard with all the details about our 2005 Member -Get -A-

Member Rewards program.

A stronger influence in public policy decisions, industry -wide recognition as the
leaders in real estate management, enhanced business opportunities-let's get involved
in recruitment efforts so we can reap all these benefits and more.

1.

Ton81ith, CPM

2005 IREM President

0
RECRUIT
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Members Take to the Hill
On April 20th, more than 320 members of the
Institute, the CCIM Institute and the REALTORS

Commercial Alliance took to Capitol Hill to lobby on

behalf of the commercial real estate industry.

Members voiced industry concerns about banks in
real estate, small business health plans, terrorism
insurance, real estate mortgage investment conduits

(REMICs) and tax reform during 215 separate meet-

ings with U.S. Senators and Representatives.

Thanks to IREM members' hard work and dedica-

tion to lobbying on behalf of the commercial real estate

community throughout the years, Congress recently

passed favorable legislation reforming bankruptcy and

class action suits. During their visits, members thanked

legislators for their support and key votes that made
these victories a reality.

The day of the Hill visits, NAR President Al
Mansell testified before the Senate Small Business
Committee in support of the creation of the Small
Business Health Fairness Act, S. 406. His testimony

gave the Committee important statistics showing the

high level of public opinion in favor of the legislation.

Several Hill visit participants attended the hearing to

support Mansell.

,.4

r1

Wendie Newman, CPM, a constituent of Rep. Calvert's, presents him with
the Legislator of the Year award.

Institute Names Calvert
Leg islator of the Year
Rep. Ken Calvert (R -Calif.) received the 2005 Legislator of the Year

award for his long-standing Support of the real estate industry.

Members of Calvert's district joined leaders from the Institute, CCIM

Institute and the REALTORS Commercial Alliance in honoring the

Congressman at a presentation ceremony held on the Capitol steps

during this year's Hill Visit Day.

"I am proud to accept this award," Calvert said. "The work done

by the Institute of Real Estate Management is important for our econ-

omy, and I am glad I can play a small part in its efforts. I will continue

to work to ensure that our nation's real estate industry remains com-

petitive and continues to provide leadership for our communities."

Calvert has championed the issue of keeping banks out of real

estate and property management as a sponsor of the proposed legis-

lation. He also co -sponsored arid voted for leasehold improvements

and supported the new bankruptcy and tort reform laws and the

Terrorism Risk Insurance Act. Calvert was a small business owner

and active in the commercial real estate industry prior to becoming a

member of Congress, where he represents the diverse 44th District of

Southern California, encompassing portions of Riverside and Orange

Counties. During his time in office, he has served on the Resources,

Science, Agriculture and House Armed Services Comniittees,

chairing both the Energy and Mineral and Water and Power

Subcommittees of the Resources Committee.

His legislative work has received top ratings froni the Americans

for Tax Reform, Christian Coalition, League of Private Property Voters,

National Federation of Independent Businesses, 60 Plus Association,

U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Sniall Business Survival Committee and

Citizens for a Sound Economy. He is the California Republican dele-

gation's voice on the House Steering Comniittee, helping decide on

which committees Republican niembers serve.
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Briefing Papers From April 20 Capitol Hill Visits

Banks In Real Estate Brokerage and Property ing from acts of terrorism, although most excluded damages relating

Management to acts of war. We support federal reinsurance coverage for the

IREMs Position: We oppose changes or interpretations in present nation's property and casualty insurers against losses caused by acts

federal regulations that would l)ermit any bank or bank holding com- of terrorism or war.

pany or subsidiary to enter the field of property management and real

estate brokerage beyond properties owned by these institutions.

Currently we have a balanced marketplace for commerce, banking

and financial services. The entry of federally chartered banks or

financial holding companies (FHCs) into the management business

would tilt this balanced marketplace toward the FHCs. It would pit

government -subsidized banking companies (putting taxpayer money

at risk) against privately funded real estate enterprises. If FHCs are

permitted to enter the real estate business, REALTORS would be placed

in the awkward position of having to go to banks, which are sub-

sidiaries of FHCs-their direct competitors-for loans and financial

services. We further urge regulators to restrain the expansion of real

estate activity by state financial entities and their federal counter-

parts. We continue to support and encourage the onlission of the fol-

lowing from any list of government- or regulatory -approved financial

institution real estate activities:

1. providing residential, commercial (and facility) property

management and brokerage services for third parties;

2. managing owners' associations for condominiums, coopera-

tives, planned unit developments and commercial projects;

3. acquiring unproved commercial real estate to be held for

rental and

4. acquiring iiiiproved commercial real estate for remodeling, ren-

ovating or demolishing and rebuilding for sale or rental.

Practices of this nature will remove the "safe haven" character of

the institutions and compromise theirfiduciary position, having a trau-

matic effect on the busitiess of third -party independent property man-

agement and commercial real estate brokerage by depriving this

industry of its rights to compete in the marketplace without Undue

influence by banking and/or financial service entities.

Small Business Health Plans
IREM's Position: In general, we support efforts to allow bona fide asso-

ciations to offer federally regulated health insurance coverage plans

that are exempt from costly state -mandated coverage provisions.

Terrorism Insurance
IREM's Position: We are very concerned about escalating insurance

costs and the lack of coverage for events related to terrorism and war.

Prior to the events of September 11, 2001, property and casualty and

general liability insurance policies typically covered damages result -

Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits
(REMICs)

IREM's Position: We support amendments to the REMIC rules to allow

more common modifications to property. The changes should permit:

 Tenant Improvements. These should not be considered a signifi-

cant modification. Under current rules, a tax opinion must he

obtained before demolition/tenant improvements begin. If the

space comprises more than 10 percent of the REMIC collateral,

the change could be denied.

 Reconfigurations of Retail Space. Landlords must he able to more

easily reconfigure space to accommodate large anchor tenants

and their requirements that only specific types of tenants occupy

adjoining space so instances where space "goes dark" because

lease agreements could not be met are minimized.

 Sale of Adjoining Parcels. The sale of adjacent property that does

not have any economic value to the landlord should be permitted.

Under current rules a tax opinion is necessary to determine

whether sale materially alters the collateral-if it does, the sale

would be blocked, even though proceeds would be used to bolster

reserves as required by the lender or pay down the loan.

 Addition of Collateral to Support Building Renovations and

Expansions. The posting of additional collateral in connection with

the demolition or expansion of a property should be permitted. In

amending the rules, modifications to a qualified mortgage would

be allowed, provided:

1. the final maturity date of the obligation may not be extended,

unless the extension would not be a significant modification under

applicable regulations;

2. the outstanding principal balance of the obligation may not be

increased other than by the capitalization of unpaid interest;

3. a release of real property collateral may not cause the obliga-

tion to be principally secured by an interest in real property, other than

a permitted defeasance with government securities and

4. the alteration may not result in an instrument or property right

that is not debt for federal income tax purposes.

Tax Reform

REM's Position: We support efforts to measure more accurately

the depreciable life of buildings and conform amortization periods of

tenant improvements more closely to the term of the lease. The
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Small Business Health Plans
IREM's Position: In general, we support efforts to allow bona fide asso-

ciations to offer federally regulated health insurance coverage plans

that are exempt from costly state -mandated coverage provisions.

Terrorism Insurance
IREM's Position: We are very concerned about escalating insurance
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Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits
(REMICs)
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Tax Reform

REM's Position: We support efforts to measure more accurately

the depreciable life of buildings and conform amortization periods of

tenant improvements more closely to the term of the lease. The
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current 39 -year time frame does not accurately reflect the useful life

of a building and its components. We support depreciation reform for

nonresidential and residential real estate that secures a significantly

shorter cost recovery period for commercial real estate without

adding complexity or creating artificial acceleration of deductions,

and specifically:

1. Upon recognition of capital gain, taxpayers should be able to

use sales costs to first reduce the depreciation recapture portion

of the gain;

2. Suspended losses should also go to reducing depreciation

recapture;

3. An installment sale as gain is recognized over a period of time,

a percentage of gain from appreciation and depreciation recapture is

used in reporting gain;

4. A partially tax -deferred exchange gain from appreciation and

depreciation recapture should he reported on an allocated -percent-

age basis and

5. Any other proposed regulation that affects the reporting of cap-

ital gain by commercial, industrial or investment real estate taxpayers

be reported in the most advantageous manner for the taxpayer.

We support legislation to decrease the length of depreciable lives

for tenant improvements. We support legislative language that would

allow the remainder of tenant improvement costs to he written off
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upon the expiration of a lease, not over the depreciable life of a

structure. We support legislative efforts to strengthen the deprecia-

tion and recapture provisions applicable to the sale of real property by

rejecting or repealing discriminatory provisions which limit or clisal-

low existing deductions and by making subject to recapture only that

portion of depreciation taken that exceeds straight line depreciation.

We also support legislation that would reduce the tax on depreciation

recapture to the capital gains tax rate of 15 percent.

IREM officers Fred Prassas, Tony Smith and Bob Toothaker pose on the steps
of the Capitol with NAR President Al Mansell (second from right).
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What's the difference between
other single -ply roofing and the Duro-
Last roofing system? Two words: precision
fabrication. Each Duro-Last roofing system
is engineered to perfectly fit the building
it's designed for, right down to the stacks
and flashings. That means that every
Duro-Last roofing system is delivered with
all components included and up to 85
percent of the seaming already completed
in our factory.

Your roof goes on faster, with less
disruption and less chance for future
leaks. Best of all, the proven performance
of a Duro-Last roofing system means your
investment will continue to pay off for
years to come, with significant energy
savings, little to no maintenance, and the
best warranties in the business.

If you're looking for something special
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HR Out the Door
Driven by the need to offload complex

BRAC Winners and Losers regulatory compliance and free

Projected economic impact of the Secretary of Defense's proposed base closings
capital, more firms are outsourcing

human resource functions. A recent
Winners (>1% unemployment gain) Losers (<1% unemployment loss)

PricewaterhouseCoopers' survey of fast -
Metro area Projected job gain Metro area Projected job loss

growth companies indicated 83 percent
Washington -Northern Va-Md. 15,300 Atlanta 6,600 were outsourcing and plan to continue

doing so for at least the next two years.

Multiple reasons were cited, foremost

being compliance in an increasingly

intricate regulatory environment, cost

savings and cash deployment. As a

direct result of outsourcing HR functions

for the past two years, 61 percent of

respondents said their company saved

Norfolk, Va. 7,500 Northern N.J. 4,300

Indianapolis 3,500 New Orleans 1,300

Sari Antonio 3,000 Cleveland 1±9._
Jacksonville 2,475 Inland Empire, Calif. 1,000

Baltimore 2,100 San Diego 960

Columbus 1,750 Pittsburgh

Las Vegas 1,400 Portland, Ore, 560

Kansas Cy 700 Salt Lake City 500

Sources: Department of Defense; Property& Portfolio Research an average of 16.7 percent. Another

29 percent reported breaking even and__________________________________________________________________________________

IVlu Itifami ly Boasts Positive IVioves
only seven percent cited higher costs.

Moreover, 74 percent said their HR budg-
Senior apartment executives report significant improvements in four key apartment et has held steady for the past two years.
market indicators-occupancy rates, sales volume and debt and equity availability- The most -often outsourced functions
according to the National Multi Housing Counci1s (NMHC) most recent Quarterly were 401(k)/defined contribution plan
Survey ofApartment Market (]onditions. aclniinistration (71 percent) and payroll

ifAll signs point to continued apartment market recovery;" said NMHC Chief processing and administration (64 per -
Economist Mark Obrinsky. 'After several years of flat rent growth and widespread use of cent), followed by healthcare and welfare
concessions to fill apartments. a record 60 percent of respondents reported higher occu- plan administration (49 percent), back-
pancy rates, rising rents or both, in the markets with which they are familiar. The apart- ground/criminal background checks (41
ment recovery that began in a few markets is clearly spreading and gaining strength." percent), COBRA administration (38 per -

These improvements continue to drive sales of nnnitifamily properties. Despite anec- cent) and flexible spending account
dotal reports the number of potential buyers may be diminishing, actual sales transac- administration (32 percent).
tions have not slowed. The number of respondents noting higher sales volume than Almost all CEOs involved in HR out -
three months earlier outnumbered those observing lower sales volume by a three -to -one sourcing -81 percent-said their experi-
ratio (39 percent versus 13 percent). ences met or exceeded expectations.

it
2005's Hottest Retailers
The International Council of Shopping Centers presented Hot Retailer

Awards to Apple, Coach, Steve & Barry's University Wear, White

House/Black Market and Williams -Sonoma at its spring convention in

Las Vegas. Recipients were chosen based on a survey of 3,126 U.S.

and Canadian mall managers and marketing directors.
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QuotabIes

ecotalk

>> Power Shoppers
Green power is taking flight. The U.S. Air Force tops the Environmental Protection

Agency's latest green power list for purchasing more than 321,000 MWh annually for its

bases across the country Retailers Whole Foods Market (No. 6), WhiteWave Foods (No.

9), Staples (No. 11) and FedEx Kinko's (No. 16) also made this year's list. The top 25

green power purchasers comprise a diverse set of companies and organizations buying

enough energy to run more than 150,000 homes a year. Together, they purchase more
than 1.6 million MWh of electricity from renewable resources such as solar, wind or geot-

hermal power plants, accounting for about two percent of America's electricity supply.

>> Compassionate Cash
J PMorgan Chase recently announced it has adopted the Equator Principles, guide-

lines to promote environmental and social responsibility in project financing. These
principles will apply to projects of $10 million or more in environmentally sensitive
industries. In addition, the company's new policy addresses climate change, sustain-

able forestry, critical natural habitats, illegal logging and the needs and concerns of
indigenous peoples. The policy makes the firm the first financial institution to incor-
porate environmental risk management into the due diligence process of its private

equity divisions. "Conducting business with the highest standards and supporting the

communities we serve is part of our firm's culture," said William B. Harrison, Jr.,
chairman and CEO. "As a leader in global finance, we recognize our responsibility to
the environment and will support and encourage projects aimed at sustainable devel-

opment. This is a policy our employees, shareholders and clients can be proud of."

>>-Danger Below
Underground expansion in mega-cities-for subways, malls and parking-often takes
place with too little knowledge of associated risks and too few plans to minimize the
effects of a natural disaster, United Nations University (UNU) experts warn.
"Underground spaces should be designed to withstand multi -hazards. For example,

fire risks require planners to also include the ability to seal off and compartmentalize
underground space quickly," said Janos Bogardi, director of UNU's new Institute for
Environment and Human Security. Underground disasters also pose dangers to occu-
pants in buildings overhead, he added. Floor utility spaces in multi -story
underground structures cannot hold large amounts of water and may collapse floors
below. Ventilation ducts may also be compromised. Many coastal mega -cities are vul-
nerable to flood events given a combination of circumstances, such as a heavy rainfall
combined with tides or sea surges caused by winds or earthquake. UNU experts pre-
dict global warming will make extreme rain events more frequent.

lf somebody is willing to pay a lot more than

I would pay, then we're a seller.

Douglas W. Shorenstein, chief executive,

Shorenstein Company

The thing that has surprised me the most in

my last 10 years is the absolute lack of ethics

that occurs in business-including small

business-out of a sense of getting it done at

any costs.

David Morgan, CEO, TACODA, a targeted

marketing technologies developer

When investors get on a new bandwagon,

there's always a propensity to overshoot the

mark. I think that's happened in high-rise

condos.

Anthony Downs, senior fellow,

Brookings Institution

Anyone who says businessmen deal in

facts, not fiction, has never read old five-year

projections.

Malcom Forbes

People buy just as much ice cream in

January as they do in July.

Brett Sheets, vice president of real estate,

Cold Stone Creamery

Lack of affordable housing is not just an

urban issue. It impacts every type of community

throughout the nation. A variety of efforts at the

state and local level are needed to ensure

affordable housing is accepted and

available.

Lynn M. Ross, research associate,

American Planning Association
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Famous Properties

Fresh Start
A mixed -income development brings new promise to former gang territory

Pueblo Del Sol, winner of a recent Urban
Land Institute Award for Excellence, has

changed the social fabric in the Boyle
Heights section of Los Angeles. Previously a

notorious public housing development
known as Aliso Village, the new $103 mil-

lion community features 377 two- to
four -bedroom apartments boasting garages,

washers, dryers and dishwashers.

The project was partly funded by a grant

from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development's HOPE VI program

and the sale of low-income housing tax cred-

its. It was developed by McCormack Baron

Salazar and The Related Companies of
California, AMO, in partnership with the

Housing Authority of the City of Los
Angeles. "We had two national companies

working together in a very cooperative way

to come up with a unique community.
There's a sense of hope for the future now,"

said Tony Salazar, principal in McCormack

Baron Salazar and president of its West
Coast operations.

Design was a key element in preventing a

return of the rampant gang activity plaguing

Aliso Village, said Salazar. "We controlled

and implemented the master planning
process. In the previous development, there

were too many streets and not enough traffic

control. We redesigned the streets so as not

to have any continuous drive -through [abili-

It had a huge impact. Once you drive
into a cluster, it's only meant for those peo-

ple living there and they know right away
who and which cars do not belong."

Property manager Mirna Mendoza said

security and resident education are also

important factors in the development's suc-

cess. Prospective tenants go through a com-

prehensive screening process including cri

ma1 background check, credit history, home

Keeping track of the requirements for the

public housing and tax -credit units can be a

challenge, according to Mendoza. Salazar

said 60 percent of the apartments are con-
sidered public housing with the rent set at
operating costs. "Each person in [these

units] pays 30 percent of their income and

HUD pays the difference," he explained.

Regardless of their rent structure,
Mendoza said the outlook of residents
is optimistic. "Our community is really

positive and they're looking to improve
themselves."

visit and landlord verification. When a new

resident moves in, Mendoza performs a
thorough orientation. "I spend 45 minutes

to an hour, explaining the lease, going over

the house rules one by one, explaining the
physical inspection of units, teaching them

how to use the [appliances] and air condi-
tioning," she said. "Everybody in the house-

hold needs to be present. It is time-consum-

ing, but we've been compensated because we

don't have many problems."

Mendoza also conducts semi-annual
inspections to make sure units are being
properly maintained. "I
notify them 30 days in
advance exactly what I'm

going to be checking,"
she said. Mendoza sup-
plies residents who need

to spruce up their units
with a list of vendors
with whom she has nego-

tiated prices. "If I ask for

something, I give them

the tools to comply."

Pueblo Del Sol. a mixed -income community developed through a public -private partnership, is designed
to discourage a return of gang and criminal activity.
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Yes 23°Io
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Based on 84 responses.
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Core Strength
The Midwest produces healthy gains with the exception
of Chicago's office market
by Alice D. Wilson

Chicago: Turbulent Winds

Chicago winds blow through empty

office space these days. "The Chicago

downtown office market has yet to reg-

ister any signs of recovery since the

downturn in 2000," reported CB
Richard Ellis in its Chicago Downtoum

Office Market View, First Quarter2005.

The recently completed 300,000-

sq. ft. Hyatt Center boosted vacancy

rates to 15.7 percent. This is the high-

est vacancy rate reported since 1996 in

an office marketplace larger than 118

million square feet. Chicago's unem-

ployment rate of 6.4 percent lags the

national rate of 5.4 percent, indicating

lack of job creation.

Reported asking lease rates were

in the $18-$25 per sq. ft. range for
trophy buildings, with generous ten-

ant improvement allowances and
free rent lowering effective rates.

The weak office market spurred

activity as existing tenants capital-
ized on early lease renewals and
improved office locales. Jones Lang

LaSalle's Office Market Highlights,

First Quarter 2005 reported three
transactions for leases in excess of
100,000 square feet.

CB Richard Ellis's Chicago

Doumtown Office MarketView out-

look for 2005 remains bleak: "The
trend of a rising vacancy rate will con-

tinue as the new construction comes

online adding additional

space to the CBD. Despite
the high vacancy abundant
downtown and lack of a large

driver for demand, develop-

ers remain interested in

pursing new space for growth

downtown. Without an

increase in demand, addi-
tional construction will put

more pressure on an already

saturated CBD market."

The residential market-
place had a happier story
More than 4,500 condomini-

urns are under construction

in the burgeoning down-
town, said Shari Vass, CPM,

CCIM, president of Marina

Management Corporation. She said a

new spotlight has shone on Chicago.

"North suburban people with
tremendous equity don't want to
sell their homes, but want a (sec-
ond) place downtown," Vass said.
"It's fun -'Wicked' is here, the 24 -
acre Millennium Park is within
walking distance. Live, work and
play is a trend that's here to stay."

Indianapolis: Engines Revved

Although the Indianapolis downtown

office market languished in the first

part of 2005, growth engines are
purring to life. Owners experienced

vacancy rates of 15 percent, according

to CB Richard Ellis's Indianapolis

Downtown Office MarketView, First

Quarter 2005. Rents trended slightly

downward, with average rates drop-

ping almost $.20 per square foot to
$16.81. Vacancy and rental rates were

skewed by the dramatically poorer
performance of Class C office space
with a whopping 25 -percent vacancy

and $13.52 per sq. ft. rents.

New construction includes an
expanded convention center and a
300,000-sq. ft. headquarters building

for Simon Property Group, the largest

mall owner in the United States.
Indianapolis expects a new Colts
Stadium to be constructed by 2008.

The downtown housing market
has thrived with steady condominium

sales, spurred by affordable prices and

fairly limited supply. Most condo-
miniums are low- or mid -rises with

starting prices of $80,000. Instances
of tabled projects, such as a high-rise

condominium project failing to pre -

sell sufficient units upwards of

$325,000, are exceptions in an other-

wise strong market. Downtown

remains densely compact, with enter-

tainment, ample restaurants and a
seven -year -old Simon mall.

The apartment rental market is flat

because of affordable home ownership

alternatives, both downtown and sub-

urban. "The apartment market has
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been a struggle the past few years,"
said residential specialist George
Tikijian, president of Tikijian

Associates. "The bright note has been

declining cap rates and increasing
property value. I truly believe in the

next three years the market will
improve, with each year better than
the last."

Kansas City: The Heartland Expands

Lewis and Clark's views from the
Missouri River today would merit
exciting journal entries. The discover-

ers might stumble upon the

$330 -million construction site for
Kansas City Live!-a seven -block
downtown entertainment, retail,

office and residential district.

The project will include headquar-

ters for Kansas -based tax giant H&R

Block and 1,000 residential units. At

night, Lewis and Clark might pur-
chase advance tickets to a Big 12
basketball game at the $250 -million

Sprint Center. The approximately
20,000 -seat arena-a collaboration
between Kansas City and private
investors-is slated for completion
in 2007.

Christopher McIntyre, CPM,
RPA, senior vice president at NM
Cohen -Esrey Real Estate Services Inc.,

confirmed construction "the likes of
which have never been seen."

McIntyre said while "no one has given

up cars in Kansas City, the next three

to five years will change what has been

previously an unfulfilled appetite for

downtown residency"

Kansas City, located at the conflu-

ence of the great Missouri and Kansas

Rivers, has more than 71 million
square feet of office space spread over

eight submarkets. According to CB
Richard Ellis's Kansas City Office

MarketView, Fourth Quarter 2004,
negative net absorption was 211,499

square feet, with metro -wide vacancy

rates increasing slightly to 17.4 per-
cent and average lease rates at $18.89

per square foot. Fringe areas skew the

vacancy core business areas

are quite healthy. McIntyre explained

Kansas City has not experienced a
vicious cycle of overbuilding because

the city "lives under the Sprint
specter, which has prevented lots of
speculative space. It's more a build-

to -suit approach with some add-on

speculative space." McIntyre pre-
dicted zero net absorption this year
and steadily accelerating rental rates

over the next several years as vacancy

shrinks.

Omaha: Here's the Beef

'While Omaha's vacancy rates are

high, 28 percent for the central
business district and 15 percent for
suburban markets, Grubb & Ellis's

Omaha Office, 2004 Year-end report

also carried the positive news that
the city's Fortune 500 companies
have continued to grow during the
last several years. Companies such
as Union Pacific Railroad and The
Gallup Organization have added
more than 1,600 new jobs. Forbes
Magazine recently ranked Omaha
the "Seventh Best Place to Conduct

Business," with costs averaging 20
percent less than national costs. The

total Omaha office marketplace is
more than 11 million square feet
with $17 per sq. ft. average rates.
Minimal new construction and job
growth point to increased absorp-
tion ahead. fl

Alice D. Wilson (aadevine@sbcglobal.net)
is a California -based freelance writer and
frequent contributor to the Journal.
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Personal Limit
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Recruiting and retaining tal-

ented officers and directors

is a tremendous challenge-especially

in today's post -Enron environment,

where qualified candidates are con-

cerned about personal liability for

wrongful acts committed by the com-

pany, other board members or officers.

Obtaining directors' and officers'
liability insurance ("D&O") can miti-

gate this concern. D&O insurance
policies protect both the company and

its officers and directors against liabil-

ities arising from wrongful acts com-

mitted by the company or individuals.

Board members and senior offi-

cers should ensure their company
maintains adequate, comprehensive

D&O coverage. This is especially

important for independent directors
who could be tainted by bad acts
committed by non -independent

board members or senior officers.
Independent directors should con-
sider requiring their own separate,
non -rescindable D&O policies.

To assess D&O coverage, the

following terms are key:

Coverage: Policies typically have

separate insuring agreements for

directors and officers and the com-

pany. Both sides require coverage.

 Limits: Policies have an overall
limit of liability coverage. Keep in

mind policy limits can be exhaust-

ed by defense costs, which can be

millions of dollars.

the benefits of directors' and officers'
insurance coverage

 Exclusions: Policies typically

exclude fraud, dishonesty, personal

benefit and criminal acts. Many
impute bad acts by one person to
others in the company, sometimes

denying coverage to innocent

board members or employees.
These must be scrutinized carefully.

 Premiwn: Large publicly traded
companies should expect to pay

hundreds of thousands of dollars

annually for coverage because of
potential securities claims.

 Retention: The insured must cover
this deductible or dollar amount
before the insurer pays certain claims.

 Policy periodi D&O policies gen-
erally run for a one-year term.

When purchasing D&O insur-
ance, real estate companies should he

concerned with two main issues hav-

ing a major impact if a claim is made:

Protection for misrepresenta-
tions in application. Many policies
permit insurers to rescind all or parts

of coverage for material misrepresenta-

tions or fraudulent statements in the

application. Obtain an endorsement

to limit the insurer's ability to deny
coverage to directors and officers who

were unaware of these bad acts.

Severability of fraudulent or
criminal conduct. Fraudulent or
criminal conduct by one director or
senior officer should not be imputed

to others, especially with respect to
securities claims. Only facts pertaining

to and knowledge possessed by a past,

present or future chairman of the
board or president, chief executive,
operating or financial officer should

be imputed to the company. This crit-

ical endorsement is the main benefit.

Given our litigious society and ever-

present threats of personal liability; offi-

cers and directors should protect them-

selves and their companies by purchas-

ing comprehensive D&O coverage. To

be safe, have policies independently

reviewed by professional advisers unre-

lated to the insurer or its agent. LI

Pamela V. Rothenberg (prothenberg@ wcsr.
corn) is a member of the Real Estate Development

and Real Estate Technology Groups at

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, PLLC.

Robert Cohen (rcohen@wcsr.com), a mem-
ber of Womble Carlyle's Real Estate Develop-
ment Group and former National Policy
Counsel for the National Association of Real
Estate Investment Trusts, contributed to this
column.
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Perhaps it's a sign you should ask Sherwin-Williams.
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At Sherwin-Williams, we can spruce up the inside, so you can clean up the yard. With our Unit
Express total support for property management, we'll take care of all your needs-from paints
to flooring to window treatments. We offer a wide range of styles and brands, expert
design advice, and coatings that are both beautiful and durable. And with more
than 3,000 Sherwin-Williams locations, our helpful experts are just around the
corner, to help you take down those unsightly vacancy signs faster than ever before.

To learn more about Sherwin-Williams products and services for property 4
management, contact your Sherwin-Williams representative, or call SHERWIN
1-800-524-5979 to have a rep contact you. WILLIAMS.
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Desktop
Wireless real

A in Asia
by Scott Morey

The information technology
industry did everything it

could for 20 years to get individuals in

front of their desktop computers.
Here we are in 2005 when everything

is wirelessly connected or can be, and

now software vendors and hardware

providers intend to "free us" from our

desks. They want us to roam and
become even more productive in our

jobs and lives.

Being mobile has become the
"thing to do," though as a person who

spends 40 -plus weeks a year traveling

and rarely sits in the same spot for very

long, I am not sure it is as productive

as described. I do believe being mobile

clearly has certain advantages, and

some interesting real estate applica-
tions affect many of us. To appreciate

these, one needs to observe how
mobile technology is evolving

throughout the world.

Parts of Asia have been quick to
adopt new technology and either
replace what they had or start from
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phones. This same infrastructure,
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manager, allows engineers to adjust
building controls with wireless devices

and notifies roaming security people

of disturbances and property man-
agers of tenant requests. The uses are

endless, and Asia is clearly showing
their value to the world.

This technology is slowly being

adopted in the United States. Some of
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New York City A dozen or so other
U.S. properties are at the forefront of
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As real estate operators adopt these

technologies, net operating income
will improve and U.S. customers and

tenants will demand more advanced
mobile technology. Ultimately, I

believe it will provide all of us an
opportunity to leave our desks and not

feel lost or disconnected from our
companies or lives. fl
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When you're managing several properties, you're always thinking about your business. So are we.
That's why we developed Sage Timberline Office. It lets you and your team organize and track
time -sensitive information like CAMs, CPls, even scheduled increases. You'll know the status on all your
leases instantly, so there won't be any missed revenue opportunities with Sage Timberline Office from software
Sage Software (formerly Best Software), created precisely with your business in mind. timberline.com

SAGE TIMBERLINE OFFICE: A complete view of your property situation

i ZOOS Sage Software, AT rights reserved. The Sage Software logo and the Sage Software product and service names mentioned herein are registered trademarks or trademarks of Sage Software or its affiliated entitles.
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Feeling Guilty?
"Suiting" up for battle isn't always the
best ADA strategy

by Paul L. White, CPM

Florida seems to get hit with
more than its fair share of

Americans With Disabilities Act

(AI)A) lawsuits, which can be costly

and time consuming. Many legal
strategies exist to defend these suits,

but one strategy saved time and
money and greatly shortened the legal

process for one of my owners.

An ADA lawsuit was flied against

us as property managers on behalf of

the owners of a 24,000-sq. ft. shop-
ping center. The suit listed 37 ADA

violations, including ones involving

an elevator and public restrooms of
which we had neither. Clearly, this
was a form lawsuit, but it still had to

be defended.

Our landlord/tenant attorney
advised us to plead guilty. At first we

thought he was kidding, but his rea-
soning made sense.

Under the ADA, property owners

are liable for the plaintiff's legal fees

and expenses if they lose a case;
Fortunately punitive damages don't

exist in most cases. Law firm factories

turning out hundreds of these suits
each year are driven by fees they collect

and payments they make to expert wit-

nesses. The more legal filings, meetings

and depositions-the higher the

costs-the more income they receive.

The probability of losing an ADA case

is high: Plaintiffs must prove only one

existing accessibility violation to win.

A single violation is likely, considering

compliance with building code is not a

defense if a disabled person is unable to

access the property.

By pleading guilty, further court

filings weren't necessary. Our property

owners spent their dollars correcting

the violations instead of litigating the

issues and then making corrections.

When we filed court documents
pleading guilty, everything ground to

a halt. The plaintiff didn't respond for

months after we requested a meeting

at the property. We appealed to the
court, and a meeting was scheduled. It

lasted less than two hours while the

wheelchair -bound expert witness tried

every ramp, doorway and telephone
on the property, and his assistant mea-

sured each parking space and ramp for

compliance. When finished, both par-

ties signed the list of needed correc-

tions, and our attorney filed the list
with the court.

The property owner spent $12,000

sealcoating and repainting the parking

lot, reconfiguring ramps and installing

handrails. We notified the plaintiff the

work was finished and ready for
inspection but got no response.
Eventually-without inspection-
they stipulated the work was complet-

ed, submitting their bill for legal and

expert witness fees and costs of
$5,000. We contested the high fees in

court. The judge found their rates
excessive, reducing their compensa-
tion to $1,500. Our legal fees ran
about $1,000.

Pleading guilty and spending the
owners' money improving the prop-
erty to meet accessibility require-

ments proved more cost-effective
than spending thousands of dollars
litigating, only to be found guilty of
non-compliance, and then doing the

work anyway. Certain circumstances

might require owners of properties to

fight a legal battle, but our strategy
was effective. Ui

Paul 1. White, CPM, (paulwhite@plwa.biz,
305-270-0710) is president, Paul L. White &
Associates, Inc., Miami.
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Go Beyond
Five steps bring
to your business

by Jeff Williford, CPM, CCIM

As I see it, property manage-

ment is one of the purest
service businesses out there. Superior

service in any organization can be bro-

ken down into five basic steps: take the

order, provide the service, review the

order/recover, offer dessert and, finally,

collect the check. How we provide
these steps can mean the difference

between average and superior service.

Let's take a trip to a prominent
restaurant. You enjoy it not only for

the outstanding food, but for the won-

derJiil service. The reason is the way the

restaurant deploys each of the steps:

Take the order. When seated, the

waiter immediately provides you with

a menu and explains the specials. He

knows his product and communicates

it effectively.

Provide the service. As your din-

ner is served, the waiters (in this case,

there is a waiter for each person
served) present the plates in a synchro-

nized fashion with a flourish. It is the

little details, isn't it?

Good Service
exceptional customer service

Review the order/recover. After
you try your meal, the waiter asks if

everything is satisfactory. Is something

not quite right? The waiter has the
authority to replace it or credit your
check. Your choice. Recovery can mean

the difference between success or

ure with your customer. If you can't

impress them now, you stand a good

chance of losing them.

Offer dessert. I love it when the
waiter brings a dessert tray, even

though this extra part of the meal
throws my tab up a notch.

Collect the check. The waiter
seems to anticipate the perfect

moment to bring your bill. Was it on

the high side? Well, they earned it, by

differentiating the very best service
from average.

Does your business fit into this ser-

vice model?

aDo tenants call in service requests?
(Take the order.)

a Do you dispatch an engineer to the

tenant's space? (Provide the service.)

 Does someone follow up each
request to ensure the customer was

satisfied and the work was com-
pleted? (Review the order/recover.)

a Does the engineer ask the tenant if

there is anything further with
which he can help? (Offer dessert.)

a Finally, are you billing for extra ser-

vices you provide not covered in

the lease? (Collect the check.)

In meeting with property man-
agers, I often find the "Review the
order/recover" stage is not implement-

ed successfully. Either someone is "too

busy" to follow up on calls or the engi-

neer avoids contact with tenants.
What seems so simple may require

repeated emphasis and training to get

the entire staff to provide an excep-

tional tenant experience.

Is property management service
at your company like the experience

in a fine restaurant? Great service is

easy to recognize no matter what
the business. Li

Jeff Williford, CPM, CCIM, (jwilliford©williford
group.com) is president, Williford Property
Group, and senior investment advisor, Sperry
Van Ness. He served as Houston Chapter No.
28 president in 1998 and regional vice presi-
dent in 2002-2003.
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Do the Right Thing
Public and private sectors face similar
ethical dilemmas

by Eileen T. Lynch

IREM members pledge to uphold

a code of ethics from the moment

they join the Institute. Ethics educa-

tion is reinforced by a comprehensive

complaint hearing program, one of
the toughest in the industry. But what

do IREM codes have to offer when the

private sector meets the public sector

in a program such as privatized hous-

ing for the military?

The Institute recently joined
forces with the Military Housing
and Lodging Institute (MHLI) and
the National Apartment Association

to offer the Certified Defense

Privatization Manager (CDPM) des-

ignation, which begins with an
ethics module. The program was
designed by Kevin Keating, CPM,

training director for MHLI. Keating
said approximately 100 students
from all branches of the services
have taken CDPM training.

Chuck Lowen, CPM, taught an
adapted version of the Ethics 800
course for the program, starting with a

side -by -side comparison of the Federal

Code and the IREM Code of Ethics.

The Federal Code is a shorter, more
general document binding employees

to good judgment and ethical con-
duct, while the IREM Code addresses

specific property management issues

(e.g., fiduciary obligation, duty to
employers and clients). Military
employees are also subject to the

Uniform Code of Military Justice.

Enforcement differs with violators of

the military code being subject to
fines, imprisonment and loss of rank.

On the civil side, ethical violations are

handled through laws and disciplines

imposed by programs such as the

Institute's.

Students agreed following the
"chain of command" is an issue

encountered in both public and pri-

vate sectors. Whether your boss is a
general or CEO, what do you do
when asked to do something counter

to a code of ethics you have sworn to

uphold? The workbook for the

CDPM ethics course contains exam-

ples of unethical behavior from the
Department of Defense's Enyclopedia

ofEthical Failure.

For instance, allegations were made

against a Department of Defense offi-

cial for improper use of contracted
employees' time when he asked them

to entertain an acquaintance.

Believing the request inappropriate,

the contractors pled other plans. After

an investigation, the official was coun-

seled and required to make reimburse-

ments. CPM Members face chain of

command problems when working
with employers or clients whose busi-

ness practices don't measure up to
IREM's Code of Ethics.

Conflict of interest also occurs in

both the public and private sectors.
For example, a federal employee who

had a second career as a REALI0R

answered her federal phone, "XYZ
Realty." The Federal Code bars the use

of government property and resources,

as well as official time, for unautho-

rized activities. The IREM CPM and

ARM Codes call this duty to employ-

er. In the private sector, conflict of
interest also arises from business gifts

that might be construed as bribes.

While many ethical issues are clear,

Keating commented unique situations

will occur as the private and public sec-

tors come together as business part-
ners. While codes of ethics cover many

circumstances, ethics evolve as business

does and must come from an individ-

ual's instinct to do the right thing. LI

Eileen T. Lynch (elynch@irem.org) is the
lnstitutes ethics administrator.
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"H,imidex saved our development from
financial disaster."
President of a Major Property Management Company

 24/7 Moisture Control and Improved Indoor Air Quality.

 Uses only 29 Watts of electricity.

 Whisper Quiet Technology.

 Engineered to address problems of mold, moisture and
structural damage.

 Meets requirements of ASHRAE & EPA by providing healthy
air exchanges.

 Proactive approach to reducing problems created by
natural activities & phenomena.

 Humidex has saved many developments from costly legal
proceedings arid potential lawsuits.

 Tamper -Proof Controls.

 Operates safely even when occupants are away from home
for extended periods.

 Aesthetically pleasing - fits in any decor.

 Reduces dangerous musty odors.

 Reduces toxins, pollutants & gases.

 Natural process without ionization.

 Maintenance FREE -
No water to dump or
filters to change.

 Enhances value of property.
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 Proactive approach to reducing problems created by
natural activities & phenomena.

 Humidex has saved many developments from costly legal
proceedings arid potential lawsuits.

 Tamper -Proof Controls.

 Operates safely even when occupants are away from home
for extended periods.

 Aesthetically pleasing - fits in any decor.

 Reduces dangerous musty odors.

 Reduces toxins, pollutants & gases.

 Natural process without ionization.

 Maintenance FREE -
No water to dump or
filters to change.

 Enhances value of property.
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15 -million sq. ft. portfolio. So, when throughout 11 states, he said develop- "Having a solid plan in place is a

one of the Chicago -based property ing-then continually analyzing and key element of any marketing effort,"

manager's 650,000-sq. ft. office build- adjusting-customized marketing Lipe said. "Your competitors likely

ings was no longer attracting new plans for each asset is critical, have a growing sophistication about

tenants, the company knew it "There's more than one wayto add marketing. Without a plan to compete

was time to fine-tune that asset's value, so even if a property is operat- against them, you can quickly find
marketing plan. ing at a very high efficiency, we still yourself three steps behind."

"It was exceeding all of our can try to squeeze out excess costs According to the U.S. Small

renewal expectations, but wasn't and use additional tenant retention Business Administration, a solid

drawing new tenants," said Christine strategies," explained Miranda. "We marketing plan should include infor-

Leonard, executive vice president of view marketing plans as vehicles mation about your market, location,

management operations. At issue it through which we can state in simple target customer groups, competi-
seemed, was a perception among terms what our goals are for the prop- tion, pricing, positioning, products
local brokers that the Class C space erty, and use as a metric to bench- and/or services, advertising
was outdated. The property was in mark against and modify as needed." and promotion. The Administration
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community, drew on the satisfaction is a key activity for all property business location.

of current tenants to develop a list of managers.  Define your customers. Classify
"tenant references" and spread the To best articulate their marketing information about your current
word about significant capital goals, firnis use marketing plans, or customer base: how your cus-
improvements the owner had made to written documents detailing the tomers learn about your product or

the property during the lastfew years. actions necessary to achieve desired service (advertising, direct mail,
"We also invited brokers to tour marketing objectives. The document word of mouth, Yellow Pages),

the property and created incentive can either be a stand-alone entity or patterns or habits your customers

programs designed to attract new part of a more comprehensive busi- and potential customers share
occupants," Leonard said. The mar- ness plan. (where they shop, what they read,

keting efforts paid off: For the first According to Jay Lipe, president at watch and listen to), qualities

time, the property achieved 92 -per- Minneapolis -based Emerge Marketing your customers value most (and
cent occupancy and was elevated to and author of The Marketing Too/kit those they like least) about your
Class B status. for Growing Businesses, increased product or service and prospec-

Dan Miranda, HSA president, competition has forced companies tive customers YOU currently
credits such on -target marketing to more carefully plan their aren't reaching.
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 Define your plan and budget.
Characterize previous marketing

methods you have used to commu-

nicate to your customers, and
determine which were most effec-

tive. Consider cost compared to

sales, cost per customer, possible

future marketing methods to

attract new customers, percent-

age of profits you can allocate to

your marketing campaign, market-

ing tools you can implement within

your budget, methods of testing
your marketing ideas and measur-

ing results of your marketing

campaign.

Lipe said property managers

should also examine the following
when developing or adjusting a mar-

keting plan: marketing goals (what

numbers you have to hit in order to

achieve success); target customers'

needs (who buys from you and why);

market positioning (what makes you

different from the rest); key strategies

and tactics (how you will reach
prospective tenants) and a matrix

from which to measure progress
(how well you are doing, compared to

your goals).

The matrix is one of the most
important elements of the plan

because it allows managers to
benchmark progress and tweak the

plan accordingly, Lipe said. "This
will provide telltale signs of where
the plan is falling short and will tell

you what is and isn't working. From

there, you can qLiickly identify what

needs fixing."

-f
oday's property managers are great at filling

lio, but for the most
part they lack a solid plan for

using the Web as an effective

marketing tool. With so many

choices at their avail-from
basic Web sites to pay -per -click options, search engine

optimization to online lead generation-companies fre-

quently end up putting time and money into the "next best

thing," only to find out it doesn't meet their expectations.

Jay Lipe, author of The Marketing Toolkit for Growing

Businesses, advises property managers to start witti a pro-

fessional, content -rich Web site to serve as an education-

al tool first and a sales tool second. Think of any and all

questions a prospective client or tenant may have about

your firm and its assets, and organize the answers in a

user-friendly format easy to access and understand.

"This will position your firm as an 'expert' in the indus-

try within your geographic area," Lipe explained. "If you do

a terrific job of building a content -rich Web site, it will turn

into its own word-of-mouth marketing machine."

Next, Lipe said property managers need to optimize

their sites through a process known as search engine

optimization, or SEQ. Unlike the pay -per -click options (in

which you pay for higher placement on search engines

Lt'nEsseninl
With about 20,000 square feet of
space Linder management, Atlanta -

based Carter & Associates, AMO,
regularly uses marketing plans for its

multi -tenant office buildings and
other projects involving leasing, said

Holly Hughes, CPM, senior vice pres-

ident. "Where we have to market a
building, we always have a plan in
place. It's essential."

Typically, plans are developed

through a cooperative effort between

Carter & Associates and the building's

owners. Such collaboration is vital

because the owners' objectives
and goals must be integrated into

any overall marketing campaign,

Hughes said. The crux of such plans

is simple: how is Carter going to

like Google and Yahoo), SEQ allows firms to use a combi-

nation HTML design elements (such meta tags,
and links to and from other
sites), text and keywords to
ensure their Web sites

w w receive high rankings on the

search engines.

"At this point, the Internet is the world's largest library,

store and trade show all rolled into one," Lipe said. "The

more you can submit your site to directories and other

complementary sites, the better your chances of being
noticed on the Web,"

Before you spend oodles of time and money trying to

"get noticed," Tim Berry of Palo Alto Software advises tak-

ing a step back and finding out exactly what your clients

and tenants are looking for on the Web. Then, enlist the

help of someone who is well versed in Internet marketing

and lead generation.

"This is a vital area for the future, and the knowledge is

acquirable, which means you don't have to become an

Internet expert overnight to be able to tap the power of the

Web," Berry said. He suggests tappiiig the expertise of

local college students, trade groups or associations to find

help in this area. "You don't have to start from zero with the

Net, but you definitely don't want to ignore it either
because it's not going away."

JPM www.irem.org
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deliver information to the marketplace

about the product?

When creating new plans or

assessing existing approaches,

Hughes said her team looks closely at

its target audience, which can vary

from property to property. Some prefer

receiving information electronically

(via e-mail, for example), while others

prefer the old fashioned face-to-face

method. Some respond well to brief

snippets of information about a prop-

erty, while others want to see a pres-

entation packed with everything from

"soup to nuts" about the building.

"The marketing plan has to include

so many different forms and methods

of communication to ensure you're
reaching out to the many different
audiences you may have on a specific

building," she said.

(olve a ea
Dwindling leads, lack of phone calls

from new prospects and stagnant
sales growth are all signs of a weak

marketing plan in need of analysis

and adjustment, according to Tim
Berry, president at ELigene, Ore. -

based Palo Alto Software, creator of

Marketing Plan Pro.

"What it really comes down to is

you selling to the same old customers

and never talking to anyone new,"
Berry said. "If that's the case, then it's

definitely time to rethink your plan."

At Carter & Associates, Hughes
said marketing plans are monitored

and revised regularly as market con-

ditions, economic circumstances and

property -specific situations change.

A marketing plan based on 250,000

square feet of available space will
require modification (particUlarly in

the tenant profile section) when the

space on hand shrinks to 75,000

square feet.

With lead generation as the cor-
nerstone of any good marketing effort,

Berry said the first step is to analyze

the existing plan and see just how
effective it's been at meeting your
business goals. Worry less about

"Nine out of 10 plans fail due to

inadequate implementation," Lipe

said. "Either the property manager
loses interest, or is too busy

with other priorities to implement
the daily (or, at minimum, weekly)

HOViflg 0 SOIIC Qian
in Qlace is a ke
eiemen oF an
man<en erEon.
Your competitors likely have a

growing sophistication about

marketing. Without a plan to

compete against them, you

can quickly find yourself three

steps behind.

"how good or bad" the former plan steps necessary to make the plan
was, and look instead at what steps succeed."

you can now take to improve it and

make it work more effectively for your on inao
company.

Don't forget to listen to your ten-

ants, Lipe said. Through a system of

ongoing research and/or conversa-
tions, property managers can gain
insight to help fine-tune their market-

ing plans. Key questions to ask

include: Are we still meeting your

needs? Where are we falling short?

Are you still interested in this proper-

ty's distinctive offerings?

"Those three questions will provide

valuable feedback you can use in your

new (or updated) marketing plan,"
Lipe said. He said he sees companies

go astray in the area of marketing plan

implementation. Companies are dili-

gent about gathering information and

creating the written plan, buttoo many

firms fall short when it comes to put-

ting the ideas into action, lie said.

unce iii pwue, a soiia marketing
plan does more than just attract
new tenants. It can also help keep
current tenants happy, lure new
owners or clients into a portfolio

and add to the property manager's

bottom line. After all, said Lipe,

that's the ultimate goal of any busi-
ness planning effort.

"A marketing plan that is on tar-
get, implemented and updated will
generate a combination of higher
occupancy and less flLictuation
in that occupancy," Lipe said.

"That, in turn, leads to a more

robust cash flow."

Log on to www.irem.org/jpm
to read about one company's
experience designing a logo.
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Only one out of 10 people features a unique message, map,

calendar, formula or photograph on the reverse side of his

or her business card. The other nine are apparently content

with occasionally using this blank space for notes.

What rewards accrue to those who creatively design

and effectively use the back of their card for networking,

sales and information transfer purposes? Significant pres-

ent and future bounty! Depending on the nature of what's

printed there, a card's content immediately identifies the

bearer as a ready source of general or specialized knowl-

edge. If the card is indeed a "keeper"-bearing a unique

and perennial message-there's no guessing its shelf life,

as recipients will refer to it time and again. Just how useful

and enduring can sLich a "keeper" business card be?

Thirty years ago, a GPM Member sold new homes. At

the time, she had a loan amortization chart printed on

the back of her business cards. During presentations,

she'd use the back of her card to show prospective

homebuyers how to calculate the principal and inter-

est of their monthly payments. Whether they bought a

house or not, she told them to keep her card handy for

future reference. Results? Her willingness to teach

clients one of the mysteries of adult life closed many

deals for her, and 30 years later, she continues to
receive a few calls each year inquiring whether she

sells new homes. That's how a "keeper" card keeps
on working.

A real estate investment counselor features cash -on -

cash return and IRV formulae and an easy -to -use loan

amortization chart on his fold -over business card.
Whenever this CPM Member addresses groups of more

than 100 realty -related folk, he's frequently approached

by audience members requesting fresh copies of his

card, to replace worn and dog-eared ones in their wal-

lets and purses. This two -decades -old "keeper" of a

business card has resulted in more client contacts, paid

Two dozen ways to

empower the back of
your business card

by George Allen,

CPM, MHM

assignments and repeat business than this consult-

ant/author can count.

Just how many different things can a professional prop-

erty manager do with the back of a business card? Of 50

separate and distinct "back of business card design cate-

gories," 24 easily apply to investment real estate in gener-

al and property management in particular.

Sales pitch. Have apartments or commercial space to lease

or sell? Try "WE HAVE BIG SQUARE FEET for sale or lease!"

maybe with a caricature with big square feet, or, "Call or Visit

Sterling Arms-'a lovely housing discovery!"

) Scope of services. List key property management or real

/' estate services with bullet points or make a compelling
statement, e.g., "We specialize in boosting occupancy-not
vacancy!"

I)
12 -month calendar for next year. This is a popular design

'..) option, however, it's vital to have calendar -back business

cards printed and distributed well before the new year, even as

early as June.

Recruiting too Some CPM Members use this approach to get

the word out they're hiring capable, experienced and moti-

vated on -site and regional property managers, e.g., "If you know

a property management professional in the commercial (or multi-

family residential) market who's looking for a new challenge,

give them this card or have them call me toll -free @ _________

Small-scale map. Show the specific location of a hard -to -

U find commercial or multifamily residential property. Include

a north arrow to orient the reader.

Corporate message. This can be a mission statement, like

the one featured by Colorado Real Estate & Investment

Company: "We exist to provide quality manufactured housing

neighborhoods the working families of America can proudly

call home."-CREICO

Promotional coupon. Offer a discount: "free rent" for a spe-
' cific, limited period of time, or "no security deposit." Put a

border around the card's perimeter to make it look like a mini -

coupon. Always include an expiration date for the offer.

EIIIi
JPM www.irem.org
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lets and purses. This two -decades -old "keeper" of a

business card has resulted in more client contacts, paid

Two dozen ways to

empower the back of
your business card

by George Allen,

CPM, MHM

assignments and repeat business than this consult-

ant/author can count.
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I)
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Corporate message. This can be a mission statement, like

the one featured by Colorado Real Estate & Investment

Company: "We exist to provide quality manufactured housing

neighborhoods the working families of America can proudly

call home."-CREICO

Promotional coupon. Offer a discount: "free rent" for a spe-
' cific, limited period of time, or "no security deposit." Put a

border around the card's perimeter to make it look like a mini -

coupon. Always include an expiration date for the offer.
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8
Corporate slogan or logo. Examples include "We are the

Housing Pros!" and "You invest, I (or we) manage, Together

we Profit!"

qInspirational quotation. Maybe the business person's
proverb is: "Any enterprise built by wise planning, becomes

strong through common sense and profits wonderfully by keep-

ing abreast of the facts." Proverbs 24:3,4

I
rMotivational message. This from the back of an Auntie

Anne's Hand -rolled Soft Pretzels business card where the

acronym LIGHT conveys the message: ead by Example, nvest in

Employees, Give Freely, onor God, reat Everyone with
Integrity!

Color photography. Select an apartment or office building

or display attractive amenities and features.

i') Eye-catching artwork. This is especially effective when

I L' coordinated with your firm's unique logo, color scheme

and preferred print style or font.

Q Credentials and designations. While CPM, ARM and AMO!,) designations appear frequently on the froiit of business

cards, consider including one or more brief definitions of these

on the back, especially for an AMO firm.

Endorsement. Ask a satisfied client who thinks your work

t is the greatest to pen a statement to that effect, and get

their permission to feature it on the reverse side of your business

card for a print run or two.

Bilingual service. Work in more than one country or Ian-

'.--. guage? Have identical messages in different languages

on the two sides pf your business cards.

I Alternative office or apartment locations. This is especial -

I
.

ly effective when managing several like -kind properties.

It gives prospective lessees more options and positions your

firm as the primary lessor in the local market.

1 7 Additional key contacts. List names of others within the

I property management firni, along with telephone numbers

and e-mail addresses.

8
Blank space labeled simply as "Notes." Encourage a

I recipient to use the back of your business card to record

quoted rent, lease terms, appointment times, etc.

Promotion for two business tines. Have a mixed portfolio?

I Ust your apartment community on one side of the card and

office or shopping center interests on the reverse. Do the same with

professional services. If you are equally conversant and qualified

as a broker and property manager, list both businesses (especially

if two separate companies) on different sides of the same card.

f)

O
Multi -functional format. Fold -over, bi-fold or multi -panel

L designs are helpful when communicating interrelated

information. For example, different panels might contain busi-

ness name and contact information, a list of realty -related serv-

ices, credentials and licenses and one of the options listed above.

Colorado Real Estate & Investment Co.

Boris B. VukoVich
tOfftcer

2 We
Colorado Real Estate & Investment Co.

Little

We exist to provide qualitymanufactured housing neighborh005
the WOrking families ofAmerica

can Proudly call home.

Phone: 3l'78887l56

Toll Frec:
S'77MFD4ISNG

______
Management,

Fax: 3l7g82056

Investment Real Estate
çeorge 4ffen's

India
Web

LOAN AMORTIZATION CARD
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

TO REPAY (AMORTIZE)
EACH $1.Oo ( Al

(7
1

Emergency contacts. This is frequently done when business

cards are routinely distributed to new tenants or lessees.

i!) (') Referrals. One of the most common designs, this is espe-

L L cially popular among on -site managers. Clearly state the

reward and provide space for the date of referral and printed

name of the referring party.

1) 1) Humor. This can be effective if tasteful and subtle, e.g.,

L._ U "Happiness is a positive cash flow!"

f)4Fast
facts. Explain "how to" do something and or list

L "who to call" for assistance.

There you have it-two dozen back -of -card design cate-

gories lending themselves to property management pro-

motion and information. What will your next business card

feature on the reverse?

George Allen, CPM, MHM, (gallen©manufactured-housing.net) is

founder and president, GFA Managenient, Inc., Indianapolis, and a
member of the Institute's Academy of Authors.
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A new study finds leasing agent attitude, price and
apartment condition play major roles in the decision to rent
by Nelson Amaral, B.Sc., and Paul Friesen, B.Sc., M.B.A.
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does a prospective resident decide
which apartment to rent? Recently, a group of M.B.A.
students in Toronto investigated factors involved with
deciding to rent and their relative importance in the deci-

sion process while conducting a market research project
for a large Canadian property management company.*
The study uncovered three major issues. First, both the
attitudes and appearances of rental agents impacted
prospects' decisions to rent. Second, strong preferences

for price took precedence over three other factors: staff
(service), condition (of building and apartment) and
amenities. Finally, prospective renters placed relatively
little importance on the exterior and common areas rela-
tive to the unit's interior.

image negative effect on rental housing. Many individuals

and small groups of investors are purchasing homes, espe-

cially condominiums, as investment properties and rent-
ing them, thereby adding to the secondary rental housing

stock and further increasing vacancy rates. The growing
number of people leaving the rental market to purchase
their own properties is also impacting vacancy rates.

Challenges facing landlords in their attempts to
keep buildings full are compounded by the increasing
heterogeneity of the city's population, with each group
employing a variety of housing strategies for a variety of
reasons.3 Most of these challenges are not unique to the
Toronto market and property management professionals
throughout North America should be interested in these
research findings.

acçjrouno
The Toronto rental market has dramatically transformed F I fl 0 I fl 1j S
over the last few decades and especially during the last Attitude and Appearance
five years. Less than a decade ago, landlords regularly had Both attitude and appearance of people showing apart -
waiting lists for apartments. Landlords did very little to ments impact prospects' decisions to rent. In addition,
attract prospective residents and even

and ppearance of Staff Showing Apartmentless to retain current dwellers. At pres-
ent, however, . the market is quite the

Attitid e Appea rail ce
opposite.

Several factors have precipitated
change in the rental market. The number Significantly affected my decision (5)

of rental units available in lower price Significantly affected my decision (4)
ranges has steadily but dramatically
decreased during the last 10 years. Somewhataffectedmy decision(3)

Currently, only 20 percent of apartments Did not affect my decision (2)

in the Greater Toronto Area rent for less
than $800' and until recently, the stock Did not affect my decision (1)

of rental units in this market had not 0% 10% 20%
increased since 1996.

- Attitude Average
Government -imposed rent controls Appearance Ave

previously altered the supply and

demand dynamics usually operating in an open market.
Rents rose 31 percent between 1997 and 20022 and have
continued to rise (though not as dramatically), in spite of
an increase in overall quantity of available and, especially,

vacant apartments.

The continued increase in homeownership primarily
spurred by continued low interest rates has had a mirror-

(3.4)

rage (2.9)

30% 40% 50% 60%

the data also suggest agents' attitudes have greater impact

than their appearances (Figure 1). Research implies a
great -looking agent with a negative outlook will be less

* Questionnaires were delivered to more than 4,100 rental units (an equal number

of low-, mid- and high-rise sites) in the Greater Toronto Area (an equal number in

the west, east. central and downtown sections). More than 850 responses were

received (20.8 -percent response rate), resulting in a very high level of accuracy

for findings (+1- 3.35 percent 95 -percent confidence interval).
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[I1J;17Effect of Staff Attitude on Rental
Decision by Age
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effective than a professional and upbeat agent who may
not be the best -looking individual. Managers should pay

special attention to ensuring agents are well -trained and
properly motivated to ensure they convey the best atti-
tude to prospective residents.

Researchers also found attitude has a greater effect on those

younger than the age of 30 than on those older than 60. This

27 -percent difference in ranking by respondents may have a

couple of causes. Possibly staff is being kinder or more atten-

tive to older prospects' needs, causing seniors to place less

value on attitude in their responses. People generally tend to

be more aware of their manners or of the potential to offend

someone who is older than 60 than they may be of someone

younger than 30. Agents may also be treating younger
prospects differently and maybe less favorably because they

believe people younger than 30 tend to be rambunctious,
loud and generally less desirable tenants. The drop in impor-

tance of attitude by age group (Figure 2) might be a cue for

managers to ensure people are receiving fair treatment.

Price
A conjoint analysist identified four major items used by
people deciding where to rent: price, response time of

Overall Importance

Price $ Staff Condition Amenities

staff, condition of the building and apartment and num-
ber of amenities, like poois and laundry. Research

indicated prospects overwhelmingly place more impor-
tance on prices of units than any other factor (Figure 3).

More than half of the decision -making process is based

on price. Price matters more to a prospect than all three of

the other factors combined. Paying attention to other fac-
tots is important, though. Amenities and customer service

might draw prospects to a property initially. Once prospects

consider renting at a particular site, price will be the most

effective tool in negotiating a lease and will likely result in

the most dramatic effect on the decision to rent.

Unit Interior
Apartment condition ranked second in terms oi impor-
tance to residents. In addition, a large difference in the
importance placed on "excellent" versus "good" condition

existed when asked about apartments and buildings.
Residents will not only notice, but significantly value the

t The conjoint analysis involved showing respondents 15 apartment offerings, with

different levels of four attributes (price, number of amenities, service response

time and apartment condition). Final utility values indicating the importance of

each attribute and level were determined using conjoint analysis software.

JPM www.irem.org
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difference between an apartment in "excellent" condition
and one in "good" condition.

The importance of an apartment's interior appearance
supercedes the appearance of the site's exterior and com-

mon areas. Residents rated the internal aspects of apart-
ments-aside from plumbing and windows-as the most
important parts of the building when making rental deci-
sions (Figure 4). The difference between common areas
and in -unit condition is clear. Landlords would be well-

advised to pay special attention to the condition of the
apartment interior. Interior unit condition should also be
an advertising focus because it's clearly an important ele-

ment in the rental decision -making process for prospec-
tive residents.

Don't ignore the exterior and common grounds entire-
ly: Getting a prospect to consider a building requires a

clean and professional looking site.

Prospective residents know what they want and
research indicates agent attitude, rental price and unit
interior are major factors when deciding where to rent.
The researcheis identified a need for a more detailed
study to discover the underlying drivers of these prefer-
ences. For example, why is there such a marked difference

in the importance of attitude by age group? Is it because

of the effects of extra care given to older prospects,
because younger prospects are not dealt with as carefully
or a combination of the two? The answers to these and
many other questions raised by this research will provide
a better idea of how to address the preferences for various

factors that impact the rental decision.
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A glimpse at overseas assignments for real estate managers
by Richard F. Muhiebach, CPM, GRE, SCSM, RPA

Opportunities exist for U.S. property managers to practice their profession
around the world. These can be with domestic companies operating over-

seas or developers and investment firms in other countries. The prospects

with U.S. companies are found among major developers, investmentfirms, real estate
investment trusts and full -service real estate companies. Some of these assignments

are for a few days or a week, others are temporary and can last as long as 18 months

and some are permanent. Where are the opportunities and how are U.S. property
managers compensated when they accept an assignment outside North America?
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SHORT-TERM: TEACH
Many short-term assignments involve

either teaching or consulting. The
Institute currently offers courses

throughout ELirope, Asia, South and

Central America. The first course
the Institute offered outside North
America was in Singapore in 1988 and

since then, courses have been held in

15 coLintries outside North America.

Other real estate associations have

offered courses abroad for many
years. The Certified Commercial

Investment Member (CCIM) Institute

held its first course outside North
America in Russia ri 1991 and has

been actively teaching courses in
eight countries since 2000. Twenty
percent of new CCIMs are from out-

side North America. The International

Council of Shopping Centers not only

offers courses around the world, but
since the 1970s has held an annual

European shopping center confer-
ence. These courses are taught by

American instructors with sequential

translation.

Teaching assignments are typical-

ly three to five days, but can last up to

two weeks. The compensation is the

same as teaching courses in the

United States. Travel and hotel

accommodations and reasonable out-

of-pocket expenses are reimbursed.

STAY A WHILE: CONSULT
Consulting is another short-term

assignment. Positions are usually with

large investment or development
firms in other countries curious about

U.S. real estate practices or needing

an analysis of a certain issue-like an

evaluation of a problem property and

development of a marketing plan, or

an assessment of the firm's in-house

property management and staff -train-

ing practices. Typically, property man-

agers charge foreign companies the

same consulting fees they charge for

work in the United States. In addition

to their fees, consultants often
receive business -class airline tickets,

hotel accommodations and reason-

able out-of-pocket expenses.

The InstitLite has been offering courses and certifying

property managers in countries outside North America
since the late 1980s. Courses have been held iii

Singapore, China, Japan, Korea, Spain, Portugal,

Italy, Poland, Hungary, Russia, Ukraine, Chile,

Brazil, Argentina and Guatemala. The first

IREM chapter established outside North

America was in Poland, followed by chap-

ters in Russia, Brazil, Japan and Korea.
Soon there will be chapters in Spain and
China. The Institute has interviewed, selected

and conducted faculty training for CPM Members

in Poland, Russia, Spain and Japan who are now teaching

IREM courses in their countries. In 2004, 23 percent of the

property managers who received CPM designations were

from outside the United States. Currently, there are 228

"Always have the consulting

agreement fully negotiated before
starting the assignment," said Alan

Alexander, SCSM. Alexander has
taught dozens of courses overseas
and provided consulting services to

firms in Asia. "This can be a slow
process because people in other

countries want to first develop a rela-

tionship arid then develop a trust with

you before they give you an assign-

ment. Also, the discussions and nego-

tiations should be with a decision

maker, and it is wise to receive a
retainer and have the airline ticket
pre -paid."

Many property managers take 12 -

to 18 -month assignments to manage

properties in other countries-typi-
cally with U.S.-based full -service real

estate firms, real estate investment
trusts or investment firms.
International corporations want to
occupy Class A office space, and
international retailers seek the best
shopping districts or malls when
entering other countries. They expect

CPM Members, 25 Candidates and 58 ARMs outside North

America, and the Institute is operating with chapters or

protocol agreements with real estate associations

in 28 countries.

The partnership the Institute has
developed with real estate organiza-
tions and property managers around
the world is best expressed by James

Lee, CPM, AlA, project director, Glory

Business Ltd., Hong Kong and Boston,

"While IREM has a lot to offer our over-
seas partners, we also have a lot to learn

from them. By working together, we can foster a true

international partnership, one that can promote the
exchange of global best practices and foster the devel-
oprnent of a global property management system."
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the properties they occupy will be Property nianagers may be man -

managed to the same high standards aging large commercial buildings,

as the buildings they occupy in the

United States, Canada, Australia,
England, Japan, Singapore and

other countries with advanced real
estate industries. Property man-
agers from Australia, Canada and
the United States are prime candi-
dates to manage Class A buildings in

other countries.

portfolios of properties or property

management offices. Compensation

is more than what senior property
managers earn in major metropolitan

cities and as much as what regional

managing directors for national

property management firms earn in

the United States. Compensation
may include a two -bedroom apart -

The real estate industry in the United States has been
built on foundations bringing order and discipline to

every aspect of developing, owning, investing, operating

and occupying real estate. Some or all of these

familiar practices may be different or miss-

ing in other countries.

Americans are accustomed to a free

enterprise system. There are no barriers

to entering the profession, and real estate

education is available to everyone through

community colleges, universities and semi-

nars offered by professional and trade associ-

ations. In some countries the government has previ-

ously or still controls many aspects of real estate, arid

entrepreneurs have started real estate management arid

brokerage companies with limited experience or knowl-

edge. As these economies grow, developers and investors

from Western Europe and the United States have entered

the real estate markets. Also, in some countries the gov-

ernment and a handful of wealthy individuals own most of

the real estate. Most people may not have the opportunity

to purchase a home or invest in real estate.

American managers are familiar with U.S. laws govern-

ing real estate and real estate transactions. Many other

nient iii one of the better complexes

and neighborhoods in the city and
one trip home each year, in addition

to the cost of travel to and from the
assignment. A car or car allowance

may also be provided. If the assign-

ment is in a developing country,
compensation may include a car

and driver and schooling for the
manager's children.

MAKE A MOVE:
PERMANENT
ASSIGNMENTS
Permanent assignments managing

buildings or management depart-
ments of local developers or invest-

ment firms are also opportunities
available to property managers seek-

ing to work abroad. International

countries have limited landlord -tenant laws to govern the

relationship between the lessor and lessee. Some have

cumbersome bureaucratic procedures to evict tenants

who have riot paid rent. As a result, laws in some

countries do not encourage the ownership of

mtrltifamily buildings. Title insurance is a new

concept in many countries and does not

exist in some. While zoning is a major issue

in the United States, it is not a concern in

countries where no zoning regulations exist.

In the United States, real estate man-
agers belong to professional and trade associ-

ations that serve as advocates for the industry and

offer seminars, professional designations arid forums for

networking. Real estate practitioners in other countries

are establishing similar associations to represent their
industry. Many of these groups are partnering with U.S.

real estate professional and trade associations to offer

courses and designations in their countries. These asso-

ciatioris offer many foreign real estate professionals an

opportunity to supplement an education largely gained

through on-the-job training.

Among the most important foundations bringing
order to our industry are the codes of ethics incorpo-
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investors and developers have found

they can operate more successfully

in other countries with local partners.

This partnership allows local compa-

nies to benefit from expertise that
would take several years to develop

on their own.

Joseph Karp, CPM, SCSM, recent-

ly accepted an assignment as the
senior vice president of property
management for Apollo-Rida, an

investment firm in Poland. He was

hired to bring U.S. property manage-

ment practices and knowledge to the

firm. Real estate practitioners in

countries with emerging real estate

industries are true pioneers in their
profession. Many of these profes-
sionals have college degrees, and it

is not uncommon for some to have

rated into government licensing

regulations, those required of
members of many real estate
professional associations and of

employees and associates of
real estate companies. These
contrast with business prac-
tices in some parts of the world.
The Kurtzman Group in Boston
publishes an index that meas-
ures the extent of how a cot.in-

try's corruption, economic prob-

lems, poor government and

business practices impact its
business environment. The four
top -rated countries for business

environment transparency are
Finland, Denmark, Sweden and

the United Kingdom. The two
top -rated countries in Asia are
Hong Kong and Singapore. The

United States is highly rated
at number seven out of 48

countries.

graduate degrees. They have a

tremendous work ethic, are dedicat-

ed to their profession and eager to

learn how properties are managed,

operated, marketed and leased in the

United States.

Lidia Hencleweska, CPM, the first

president of the IREM chapter in

Poland, said, "In the previous Socialist

system all property management deci-

sions were made by government
administration, so in Poland we did not

have property managers but govern-

ment administrators operating all the

properties in the coLintry." After the

fall of the government, entrepreneurs

started real estate management and

brokerage companies with limited

experience or knowledge. As the
country's economy grew, developers

and investors from Western Europe

and the United States entered the real

estate markets of Poland and other
Central European countries.

Whether the assignment is short-

term or permanent, the property
manager who will practice his or
her profession abroad must be
mindful of cultural differences
between societies and understand

and respect the state of the other
country's real estate industry, not
approach the assignment with a

"Let me tell you how great we do it
in America" attitude.

Richard Muhiebach, CPM, CRE, SCSM, RPA, is
senior managing director, Kennedy Wilson
Properties Northwest in Beilevue, Wash. He
has lectured in Singapore, China, Taiwan,
Spain, Hungary and Poland, and served as the
Institute's 1998 president.
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most of us want a sound corporate strate-

gy, clarified values and vision-all the management gurus

tell us it's important, right? Fundamentally, it is adding value

for clients that pays the bills, allows us to take that trip to

Sun Valley and grows the firm. That seems to happen much

more consistently when everyone on our team is headed in

the same direction. The following is a strategic planning

process we designed to get and keep the entire firm moving

in the right direction. We blended a pragmatic process out

of our respective experiences, readings and conversations

with organizational development professionals. The results

have been terrific and as we go through it again this year, it

seemed a good time to review and share the process.

Our objective was to convey the vision for the future of

our company and proactively lead a dynamic and diverse

group of people. As a firm grows it becomes more chal-

lenging to ensure people are acting out of a common vision

and direction. Growth tends to mandate more time will be

spent on "tasks." Making time to look forward and create

a path for growth can be difficult-yet it becomes increas-

ingly important as the span from president to groundskeep-

er widens. The process must produce measurable results

to be meaningful, not just a "feel good" exercise.

We designed a four-part process and engaged every-

one in the firm by "tiering" the participation of each person

at an appropriate point.

round ONE
Starting at a "big picture" level with a core group of senior

staff (about eight), we established what we wanted to
accomplish within the next 24 months. This group was

handpicked to encompass senior people and "broad
thinkers," being careful to include smart individLials who

might add contrarian views. This was an effort to avoid a

"preaching to the choir" discussion. This "30,000 -ft." group

worked to clarify underlying values, themes and top-level,

measurable goals.

We were pleasantly reassured the values were very

aligned at this level. Organically, the fundamentals had

rooted well with the senior team through close working

relationships, operating together on a day-to-day basis

over several years. Exploring concepts like "yes and how"

versus "no and why," and developing "what if" scenarios

were validated as time well spent if they added value. From

this first meeting, we distilled a list of values to be instilled

and embraced company -wide.

The core group brainstormed future goals and areas on

which we wanted to focus, and identified themes to cap-

ture similar sub -ideas. One of our big challenges was to

keep thinking at a high -altitude or "big picture" level. As

property managers, we're often successful by paying

attention to detail, not to the "what if's" or long-term strate-

gies. With valuable guidance from an organizational con-

sultant, we were able to draw out people's big picture
ideas for the firm, their teams and our clients. We nar-

rowed these to a list of a few high-level, broad goals that

would create the most positive change for our company

and our clients: education and training; internal and exter-

nal commLinications; measurement and accountability. For

goals to be meaningful we wanted them both measurable

and achievable.

round TWO
In "Round Two," we brought the "30,000 -ft." level sum-

maries of values, goals and themes to the next group of

people-our "implementers." This group was still less

than 15 people. We expected participants to fill in detail
arid leave their "fingerprints" on the foundation of the core

values and goals established in Round One. Participants

included our next level of managers-those responsible

for the day-to-day implementation of our training pro-

grams, management and accounting systems arid a few

handpicked "go -to" people. They brainstormed ideas of

howthe goals could best be accomplished and what sys-

tems needed to be improved or implemented to be suc-
cessful company -wide.

One critical element that Round Two included was
accountability. Measurable targets were crafted. Specifics
of educational goals, measurable commUnication ele-
merits and a global goal of net operating income (NOI)

increases for each building across the portfolio were
defined. In addition, NOI goals for our firm were estab-
lished. This approach elicited both ownership and
accountability. It required participation and involvement
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and clearly defined how the group was

an integral part of the plan. It also

required that they develop the bench-

marks by which they would be meas-

ured and held accountable.

An important result of this exercise

was identifying some imbalances that

existed between responsibility and
authority. We discovered we were
often holding people accountable for

areas or numbers they had limited
authority to address. We used a simple

formula: Accountability = Responsibility

+ Authority. This generated a lot of dis-

cussion that was very productive and

enlightening. Clarifying inconsistencies widens.
allowed us to establish where we
needed to make adjustments to encourage real buy -in from

the on -site people. They were excited about having more

latitude to make decisions arid take action, ultimately
empowering them and making them more accountable.

round THREE
Round Three was about who we needed to engage and

why they were the keys to 0111 success. It involved a larg-

er group that inclLided all of our team managers, both on -

and off -site, and the participants from Rounds One and

Two. Round Three was very interactive, soliciting input,

synthesizing and wordsmithing to get documented agree-

ment as to who was going to dowhat, and how it was to be

done. We firmed up reasonable benchmarks by which we

could measure progress, success and completion.

Intermediate milestones were identified to ensure longer

running projects or continuous processes would have

points at which the teams could celebrate or acknowledge

problems and make adjustments if necessary. We empha-

sized clarification of who, what, when, how and why-a
clear road map for delivering results.

round FOUR
In the final round, we were taking the work that had been

done and sharing it with the rest of the organization.
Everyone was included. We held small team meetings led

by the team managers with at least one of the participants

from Round One present at each meeting. A review of the

process and outcomes was presented, and participants

were expected to give feedback about how they would

Making time to
look forward and
create a path for
growth can be
difficult-yet
it becomes
increasingly
important as
the span from
president to
groundskeeper

reflect the vision and help in meeting

the goals. It was especially important

for those too -often marginalized peo-

ple-janitors, landscapers, mainte-
nance workers, leasing agents-to
understand their importance in the
success of the properties and, thereby,

the company overall. Each of the val-

ues and goals, from the top level down,

were tied into how their work and
interaction with tenants impacts the

bottom line. They were acknowledged

for their influence on current and
prospective residents through both the

quality of their work and, often more

importantly, their personal politeness

and responsiveness.

measures of SUCCESS
The financial goals were the easiest to monitor. Variance

reports are clear reminders of where we are versus where

we agreed we'd be during budget meetings with owners.

Other goals around levels of service, market surveys of our

properties' appeal and satisfaction with our communica-

tions (both internal and external) are all works in progress.

In many cases, simply the fact we've declared something a

priority has positively shifted actions-an extra call to the

owner or asset manager here and there, a bit more detailed

follow-up via e-mail. This is hard to measure directly, bLit

when the clients are asked, they comment positively.

The time involved has been significant. Were the
results? Feedback from OLit clients has been very positive.

Our assessment is that it was well worth the investment

and we will do it again this year, having learned from what

worked and what didn't. Leading proactively and making

the success of our clients and future of our firm an active

conversation has moved many "good ideas" from talk to

action. This has made the organization even more robust

and created greater consistency of purpose and direction

across the organization.

Kevin Grossman, MBA, (kevin@kevingrossman.com) is president,
Grossman Services, Inc., Seattle.

Barry Blanton, CPM, is president, Long Management Services, LLC,
AMO, a regional firm with offices in Seattle, Wash., and Eugene, Ore.

Log on to www.irem.org/JPM to read about the
Institute's strategic plan.
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vlsion

ur focus
Your success depends on how effectively you turn

great ideas into a great company. RealFoundations is a

consulting firm with a single focus: providing structured

solutions that help you articulate your goals and

effectively implement your vision.

Our exclusive commitment to the real estate industry

allows us to help our clients anticipate change, drive

technological innovation, seize new opportunities and

improve their position in the competitive landscape.

For more information on how you can benefit from our

focus, contact Christopher Shaida directly at 212-750-9001

(chris.shaida@realfoundations.net), or contact Scott Morey

directly at 312-377-7812 (scott.morey@realfoundations.net)

realtoundations
focus > change > acceleratel
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A S I RE M ME MB F RS, we are all

aware of obligations to employers, clients and fellow mem-

bers. The Code of Professional Ethics details these

obligations in a fairly straightforward fashion, speaking to

our fiduciary duties and the need to deal with each other in

a professional and correct manner. Less obvious, but no less

important, is obligation to community. For most, this may

be fulfilled by helping our neighbors clear snow from their

driveways or similar acts of kindness. Perhaps you are a
Little League coach or a Cub Scout den leader, helping our

youth participate in worthwhile activities and achieve per-

sonal goals. You may even volunteer at your place of
worship to help those less fortunate. All of these are excel-

lent examples of ways to give back to your community.
Recently I became involved in a slightly unusual project
allowing me to use the experience and knowledge gained
after 25 years in the real estate industry, while working
toward a goal that will have a tremendously positive impact

on me, my family and my neighbors within my village and

surrounding towns.

I find myself at the threshold of the theater. First, let me

set the record straight. Notwithstanding a reputation as a

purveyor of poorly told jokes and errant puns with a pen-

chant for idle doodling, I am not generally considered an
"artsy" guy. Live theater these days tends to be of the school

play variety. But, I am about to find out a whole lot more
regarding live performance theater as one of the founding

members of the Hudson Arts Foundation, Inc., a newly
organized, tax-exempt, non-profit entity seeking to expand

the access and availability of live theater to a broader audi-

A member uses his professional
experience to revitalize his community
by helping transform a vacant lot into
a performing arts center
by Nicholas E. Stolatis, CPM, RPA

ence in Westchester County, N.Y. How I came to this posi-

tion and where it may lead me and others is not critical to the

furtherance of the real estate industry, but it is an example of

how each of us can make a difference.

SPIN CONTROL
The village of Ossining, a large, ethnically diverse commu-

nity with a population of 25,000, is located along the
Hudson River about 30 miles north of New York City. It

has been trying to deal with an image problem. The loca-
non of the infamous Sing Sing Prison (the source of the
saying "being sent up the river"), very few people outside its

boundaries realize Ossining is a beautiful village with a sto-
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Above: Exterior rendering of the proposed project intended to help revitalize Ossining's central
business district. Left: Illustration of the concept behind the buildings (rotating) theaters.

/ ned history and home

/ // to many active and
concerned residents,

who care deeply for
their communi

As with many areas

,...._- across the country; its

fl[ fifITTT fl11J downtown has been
negatively affected by

I

1 the arrival of the shop-

ping mall. Many of the

'-' ..,r ! shops have been owned

and operated by the

-
..r;:. ..T-:::--_ same proprietors for

r _i years, while others are
-

- vacant or turn over
repeatedly. The problem: nothing to draw shoppers from

beyond the borders of the village. There is a sense of lethargy

regarding retail. The village government has been valiantly

fighting to reverse the downward spiral through such efforts

as keeping the streets cleaned, the planters filled and the

vacant lots tidied. However, beyond a few popular eating
establishments and a successful Saturday morning farmers'

market, it appears to be a losing battle. Vacant lots are part of

the problem. The village actively acquired these lots using

urban development grants in order to exercise some control

of the redevelopment of these parcels. The plan was a good

one, except for the reality that those of us with retail experi-

ence have come to understand: without shoppers, retail can-

not succeed. Shoppers with attractive alternatives will go
where they can get a better deal, a better selection or a better

environment.

Lynn McCrum, the retired former village manager and
economic development coordinator, had been struggling
with a particularly troublesome property. A beautiful, centu-

ry -old structure located at 155 Main Street, in the middle of

the central business district, housed several businesses and
apartments until a devastating 1995 fire swept through an

open attic space and completely gutted the building. The vil-

lage immediately bought the lot from the owners. But, in

spite of all of the civic -minded desire and stipport, no one

could see how to make any redevelopment generate a rea-

sonable return. The village pursued every lead through mul-

tiple RFPs. It even engaged a professional marketing organi-

zation to conduct a widespread campaign to find a develop-

er. This effort, which cost thousands of dollars, generated 37

requests for additional information but failed to elicit a sin-
gle offer. Worse yet, another fire gutted four more retail stores
a block away.

Following the failure of this marketing campaign,
McCrum, with whom I was acquainted, asked for help
with the site. Unless it could be redeveloped, there was lit-
tle hope Ossining would shake off its sleepy, almost mori-
bund reputation, nor was it likely the village could dispose

of the other lots it owned at anything higher than give-
away prices.

It was clear the village was lacking what marketers refer to

as a "unique selling point." (Actually, its selling point was

jul/aug 2005
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Sing Sing, which hardly inspires anyone to come rushing to

the village.) The failure of repeated efforts to identif' a devel-

oper for 155 Main Street pointedly confirmed the private

sector was not prepared to step forward. The village, having

funded several municipal improvement projects, was not in

the position to fund any more public works and boost real
estate tax levies further. McCrum emphasized the village's

requirement the property be put back on the tax rolls as soon

as possible. New thinking was needed.

ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE
Historical research revealed the Main Street building lost

in the 1995 fire was a theater from the l890s through
roughly 1929, when it closed its doors and converted to
more commercial endeavors. The local community is
replete with residents involved in the theater; at least two
local companies provide many stage props and scenes for

Broadway theaters. Plus, a cultural venue had been cited

in a consultant's recommendation several years before the

fire. Could we bring such a theater project to life?
Where the private and public sectors were unable to

develop a solution independently, it was determined that a

public -private partnership would stand the best chance of

success. With many of the existing arts organizations focused

on their own agendas and programs, it was necessary to
establish a new entity that could pursue the goal of bringing

live theater to Ossining. The Hudson Arts Foundation
became that entity.

Having decided upon the form of the organization, it was

time to address the physical issues. During our initial
research, it was apparent the performance groups most in

need of support were the smaller, local theater companies

lacking the financial or organizational strength to create their

own venues. These companies are dependent on the avail-

ability of school auditoriums, libraries and other facilities,

which were not always ideal for the presentation of live per-

formances. The footprint of the lot, approximately 13,000
square feet, would comfortably accommodate one or more

suitable venues. The typical audience for these smaller per-

formance groups ranges from 50-250 people. Our initial lay-

out included three separate theaters, one with 75 seats, a sec-

ond with 150 seats and a third with 250 seats. We are evalu-

ating a design feature that would allow the seating for the two

smaller theaters to rotate and face the largest theater, provid-

ing the flexibility to stage larger productions. As with most

innovative concepts, this design needs more work before it

can be finalized.

SET DECORATION
Clearly, supporting a non-profit initiative like this requires

a relatively constant cash flow. Annual memberships and
donations would provide some of the funds, but a stable

-IIIIJRI--1-Ipztn
L i

/ -

4iL)
L

*

Conceptual rendering of the Hudson Arts Foundation lobby.
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income source was needed to ensure the continued vital-

ity of the theater. A similar facility established in

Yonkers, N.Y., recently announced it was curtailing
activities because attendance at its events was insufficient

to generate adequate operating funds.

Mindful of these challenges, our plan incorporates
a retail element into the overall design. The theaters
would be located on a top floor with a destination
restaurant on the first level. The box office would share

the second floor with galleries and other arts -related
retailers. This way, theatergoers would be aware of, and

hopefully shop at, the retailers. The net rents earned
from the retail tenants should be sufficient to pay

the ongoing operating costs of this facility, so the
memberships and donations generated could support
the theater companies and expanding community pro-

grams. The retail portion would also create an assess-
able tax base so the facility would pay its fair share of
real estate taxes and not be a financial burden on
village residents.

The Hudson Arts Foundation will provide a signif-
icant benefit to the community by sponsoring local
theater companies, enabling them to expand their
offerings at affordable prices. The foundation also
intends to work closely with the local schools to
encourage students to consider an arts -related career,
and eventually plans to underwrite scholarships and
grants to deserving students and artists. A successful
theater complex will fill a critical hole in Ossining's
downtown, which should hopefully result in the
revitalization of the entire central business district. I
hope to support this win -win situation through my
involvement, using all of the experience and expertise
gained during my career. While the benefit to the
community may be considerable, the sense of satisfac-
tion I'll get from participating in this eminently
worthwhile initiative will be immeasurable.

Nicholas E. Stolatis, CPM, RPA, (nstolati©tiaa-cref.org) is the
northeast/southwest regional director of asset management for
TIAA-CREF, a financial services organization. He is past president
and current treasurer for Greater New York Chapter No. 26.

For additional information regarding the Hudson Arts Foundation,
please visit www.hudsonartsfoundation.org.
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News and Notes from IREM Headquarters

by Karen Haim

Course Listings
JULY
11-12 MKL4O4 San Dieco

MKL405 San Diego

MKL4O6 San Diego

13-14 HRS4O2 Sari Diego

15 ETH800 Houston

18-19 ASM6O3 Dallas

18-23 RES2O1 Pittsburgh

20-21 ASM6O4 Dallas

21-23 RES201 Los Angeles

22 ASM6O5 Dallas

25-26 BDM602 Sari Francisco

27-28 MPSA01 Sari Francisco

28-30 RES201 Los Angeles

29 CPM0O1 San Francisco

30 CPMEXM Sari Francisco

AUGUST
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News and Notes from IREM Headquarters

by Karen Haim
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20-21 MKL4O6 Minneapolis

RES2O1 Minneapolis

F1N402 Southfield, Mich.

20-22 RES2O1 Cleveland

21 ASM6O5 East Windsor, N.J.

CPMOO1 Rochester, N.Y.

Richmond, Va.

Chicago

21-22 MKL4O5 San Francisco

21-23 RES2O1 Honolulu

22 CPMEXM Rochester, N.Y.

Richmond, Va.

Chicago

23-24 MKL4O6 San Francisco

24-25 ASM6O3 Los Angeles

Southfield, Mich.

MNT4O2 New York City

26-2]

Southfield, Mich.

F1N402 New York City

27 CPMOO1 Tampa, Fla.

28 ASM6O5 Los Angeles

CPMEXM Tampa, Fla.

MKL4O5 Vernon, Conn.

31 -Nov 1 ASM6O3 Houston

COURSE NUMBERS KEY

ASM6O3-lnvestment Real Estate Financing and Valuation - Part One

ASM6O4-lnvestment Real Estate Financing and Valuation - Part Two

ASM6O5-lnvestment Real Estate Financing and Valuation - Part Three

B0M602-Property Management Plans: The REM Model

CPMEXM-CPM Certification Exam

CPMOO1 -CPM Certification Exam Preparation Seminar

ETH800-Ethics for the Real Estate Manager

F1N402-lnvestment Real Estate: Financial Tools

HRS4O2-Humari Resource Essentials for Real Estate Managers

LRM2O1 - Fair Housing for Residential Management

MKL4O4-Marketing arid Leasing: Retail Properties

MKL4O5-Marketing and Leasing: Multifamily Properties

MKL4O6-Marketing and Leasing: Office Buildings

MNT4O2-Property Maintenance and Risk Management

MPSAO1 -Management Plan Skills Assessment

RES2O1 -Successful Site Managenient

Executive Exchange

Kathy McKenna -Harmon leads an Executive Exchange session
offered by the Institute in May in Chicago. The exchange comprised
two seminars: "Leadership for Today's Real Estate Manager" and
"Maximizing Profit: Growth Strategies for Real Estate Management
and Companies."

One of the 20 attendees at the Executive Exchange conference
takes notes while McKenna-Harmoni speaks.
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whatsup?

tCares
 William Bill" Donges has been appointed

president and chief executive officer of
Lane Company, AMO, a full -service multi-

family real estate firm based in Adanta.
While chief operating officer, Donges also

served as president of Lane's condominium

sales and marketing subsidiary, CondoLane. Bill Donges

He will retain that post while serving as CEO.

 In an expansion of its renowned multi-
family real estate sales and advisory serv-

ices group, Burnham Real Estate
ONCOR International announced the
addition of Mack Langston, CPM, one of
San Diego County's leading apartment
sales specialists. Mack Langston

 Keystone Pacific Property Management,
AMO, an Irvine, Calif. -based firm, wel- _________
comed two new employees. Shana Aaberg,

an architectural coordinator for the Shady

Canyon Community Association, will be __________

based in the association's architectural office

in Newport Beach. Sara Durham, a new Shana Aaberg

development associate community manager,

will be based in the firm's Irvine office.

 KSI Management Corporation announced
Cynthia M. Clare, CPM, has joined the com-

pany as senior vice president of operations.

Glare will be responsible for more than

8,000 apartments currently under KSI's
management, as well as future operations of

another 4,500 units in the next several Cynthia M. Clare

years. The units range from high -end luxury to some of the

most -desired affordable housing in the greater Washington,

D.C., area.

 Roy Hanlin, CPM, CCIM, CSM, joined Coldwell Banker
Commercial McLain Real Estate in Huntsville, Ala., to over-

see the company's portfolio of retail, office and distribution

properties and its third -party property management services.

 Eric Hade has been named General Counsel for Lane

Company, AMO. In his newly created position, Hade will
oversee the company's legal affairs, provide counsel and act

as a liaison between the company and its outside counsel.

 Kelly S. Morris, CPM, announced the for-
mation of KSM Multifamily Consulting.
The Tucson -based firm will provide

expertise to owners, investors and lenders

involved in the development and man-
agement of multifamily properties, with a

special emphasis on properties financed Kelly S. Morris

with federal and state low-income housing

tax credits.

On the Road Again
IREM Officers will be making stops at the following chapters:

July21 East Tennessee Chapter No. 57

July25 Alaska Chapter No. 97

July27 Greater Los Angeles Chapter No. 6

San Diego Chapter No. 18

August 16 Southern Colorado Chapter No. 53

August17 Northern Colorado Chapter No.17

August22 Nebraska Chapter No. 12

September 12 Boston Metropolitan Chapter No. 4

September 14 Las Vegas Chapter No. 99

October 11 Fort Worth Chapter No. 103

October 19 Georgia Chapter No. 67

October26 San Francisco Bay Area Chapter No. 21
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Goodacre Receives Hanford
Distinguished Faculty Award
Kenneth Goodacre, CPM, was honored by the REM Foundation

with its Lloyd D. Hanford, Sr., Distinguished Faculty Award at the

Leadership and Legislative Summit. Goodacre is a property man-

agement consultant and educator based in Tempe, Ariz.

The Hanford award is presented periodicallyto an REM facul-

ty member who exemplifies extraordinary dedication to the edu-

cation process and the advancement of knowledge in the real

estate management profession. It commemorates the direct con-

tributions of Lloyd D. Hanford, Sr., one of the Institute's early pres-

idents and a founder of the IREM education program.

Goodacre earned his CPM designation in 1975 arid became a

faculty member shortly thereafter. In addition to teaching courses

in the United States, he has taught courses in Canada, Singapore,

Russia, Poland, China and Korea. He has helped rewrite courses

arid pilot new ones.

He served as president of Greater Phoenix Chapter No. 47 in

1983 arid received its "CPM of the Year" award in 1984 arid 1987.

He served as chairperson of several national committees, region-

al vice president arid sernior vice president of the membership

admission, education, legislative arid chapter activities divisions.

Ken Goodacre (second from right) receives congratulations on his award.

Awards
 The National Association of Home Builders has honored Lane

Company, AMO, with two "Pillar of the Industry" awards.
Considered the most prestigious national award in the multi-
family housing industry, the "Pillar" honors excellence in devel-

opment, design, marketing and management. Lane was recog-

nized for Best Urban Site Plan for its Residences at the Atlantic

Station redevelopment and Best Overall Sales or Leasing
Campaign for a Multifamily Community for The Radius con-
dominium in Hollywood, Fla.

 Lieberman Management Services, AMO, garnered international
attention when it received honorable mention as a Top 3 Finalist

in the 2004 IBM Beacon Awards for its state-of-the-art eSTAR

(Service Tracking and Reporting) program, which gives resi-
dents around -the -clock access to property management infor-

mation and services through a custom-tailored intranet.

 FORTUNE Magazine named CR Richard Ellis to its FORTUNE

1000 list of the largest American companies, debuting at num-
ber 676 on the 2005 list. It was ranked as the number eight firm

in the Diversified Financials category, alongside such household

names as General Electric and American Express. The other real

estate companies included on the FORTUNE 1000 list are
property owners.

 Lou Nimkoff, CPM, CCIM, of Winter Park, Fla.,

was elected to the CCIM Institute's Board of

Directors, the governing body of the largest

commercial real estate network in the world. __________

He was one of 16 CCIMs elected to the 48 -

member board and will serve a three-year
term starting in October 2005. Lou Nimkoff

P1*
C.
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Landing the Deals
 The San Francisco office of Charles Dunn Company, AMO,

has assumed management of a three-story, approximate-
ly 8,000-sq. ft. retail building and adjacent parking lot
owned by Glide Economic Development Corp. The
building takes up a quarter of a city block. Glide has
been working to acquire a major redevelopment to fea-
ture housing and retail components along with possible
convention center space. Steven Ring, CPM, RPA, regional

vice president, will manage strategic direction for the
property.

 Palladium Asset Management announced the $1.4 mu -
lion acquisition of the Parkhurst Apartments, a 33 -unit
complex in Portland, Ore. Palladium was formed by prin-
cipals in key positions with Bluestone and Hockley Real

Estate Services, AMO, to assist investors not interested in
active involvement in the day-to-day management or
acquisition of real estate.

 ContraVest Management Co., AMO, announced the sale of its
354 -unit Courtney Palms apartment community in Tampa
to the Belle Rive Development Group for $36.9 million.
The company was also recently awarded a $16.2 million
construction contract from Broadstreet Partners to build a
253 -unit apartment community called Traditions at
Alafaya in Orlando.

 The Shops at Greenridge, a 600,000-sq. ft. regional center
Crosland, AMO, is developing in Greenville, S.C., has signed
leases with Ann Taylor Loft, Great Clips, HandPicked and

ULTA for the center's village area, designed to incorporate
103,800 square feet of retail, restaurants and specialty
stores connected by wide pedestrian sidewalks and outdoor
sitting areas.

 Freeman Webb Investments, AMO, has acquired a $40 million

investment portfolio, giving it management control and a

financial stake in 11 Tennessee apartment complexes with a

total of 1,700 units. This new addition brings the compa-
ny's portfolio of managed apartments to more than 10,000
units located across six states.

 Wells Fargo & Company, one of the country's largest finan-
cial institutions, has awarded Morlin Management Corporation,

AMO, a multi -year contract to supervise management of its
two -building, 339,225-sq. ft. complex in San Francisco.

 TrammeH Crow Company, AMOs Detroit/Southeast Michigan
Investment Services brokers finalized the sale of a 70,288-

sq. ft. office building located in St. Louis' upscale Central
West End. The asking price for the fully leased property
located at 4625 Linde!! Street was $9 million. The office
also completed the sale of the historic Grinnell Building in

Detroit. The circa 1900 warehouse will be converted into
loft condominiums.

 Morlin Management Corp., AMO, one of the leading property
management companies in California, has been awarded a
multi -year contract with First 5 LA, a Los Angeles County
organization supporting children and families. Morlin will

provide building management services for the 47,000-sq.
ft., three-story office building at L.A.'s Union Station.

 Hampton Partners and NetCenter Partners, affiliates of
Concord Eastridge in Washington, D.C., recently awarded
the management contract for NetCenter in Hampton, Va.,
to Advantis Real Estate Services Company, AMO. The company
will oversee day-to-day management of the 900,000-sq. ft.
office and retail property.

JPM www.irern.org
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IREM's Leaders of Tomorrow
Poetry in Motion
An Arizona member makes short work of certification and steps up to steer her c/ia pter

Batoun Herrington, CPM, ARM, is one busy person. She is cur-

rently the secretary, president-elect and chapter administrator of

Tucson -Southern Arizona Chapter No. 73.

Herrington first became familiar with the Institute through her

work at Romano Real Estate, AMO, where she is a property

supervisor. The firm encouraged her to attend IREM functions

introducing her to ARM and CPM credentials. "I thought the ARM

certification was the best way to go at the time, so I went for it,"

she said.

On the advice of her RES2O1 instructor, Herringtoii then simul-

taneously applied for CPM candidacy and the IREM Foundation

Minority Outreach Scholarship. She received the grant, which

financed her first track of courses. She later received the Donald

M. Furbush Scholarship, though she feared it would be a long shot.

"I was so excited because it literally allowed me to finish my

courses and obtain my CPM designation," she said.

Herrington was so focused on that goal she attended a week-

long session in Phoenix jiistlO days before she was due to give birth.

"1 made it all the way to Friday," she recalled. "1 was having

contractions and trying really hard to sit still and breathe quietly

so no one would know, but it was very difficult." When she got up

to leave for lunch the instructor urged her to go to a Phoenix hos-

pital. Herrington sid, "I can't. I've got to finish my class!" She

ended up driving 100 miles back to Tucson to deliver her daugh-

ter. This determination saw her through the remaining courses

just a year after she started.

Along the way, other members took notice of her drive and

she found herself increasingly active in her chapter. "I believe so

strongly iii REM and everything it stands for. They give back to

and truly honor and cherish their members," she explained. "I just

figured I'm going to do whatever I need to."

Herrington is working to build her chapter by attracting a new

generation of members. "It's crucial to constantly be recruiting,"

she said. "We have to keep growing. Our goal is to bring in new

CPM Candidates. Right low we're guiding a few through, and

we're planning to hold another RES2O1 course next year for new

ARMs. We're also reaching out to the Phoenix chapter to be able

to offer the courses our CPM Candidates need to get through the

process as efficiently as possible."

The future may see Herrington making a difference beyond the

local level. She was so inspired by her first Leadership and

Legislative Summit in 2004 that she is pondering ways to influence

policy. "My long-term goal is to somehow become politically

involved with real estate, possibly starting as a lobbyist and seeing

where it takes me." No doubt, she will be hard to stop.

Batoun Flerrington, CPM, ARM, witti Ken Goodacre, CPM, (top) and IREM
President Tony Smith during a chapter visit.
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Leadership and Legislative
Summit Highlights
Elections
 The Governing Council elected Robert B. Toothaker, CPM,

of South Bend, md., as 2006 president-elect. Regina T
Mullins, CPM, Washington, D.C., will serve as next year's
secretary/treasurer. Both will take office along with 2006

President Frederick W. Prassas, CPM, of LaCrosse, Wisc., fol-

lowing the IREM Education Conference in November.

 The Council elected the following regional vice presidents for
the 2006-2007 term:

Region 1: Linda L. Libertino, CPM, New Haven, Conn.

Region 4: Robin C. Stinson, CPM, Sorrento, Fla.

Region 7: Lynn T. Kelleher, CPM, Houston

Region 9: David G. Domres, CPM, Brookfield, Wisc.

Region 10: Clark F. Lindstrom, CPM, Wichita

The new regional vice presidents will also take office following

November's Education Conference.

Strategic Plan
The Council adopted a new strategic plan, organized along four

time horizons, which confirmed the Institute's long-standing
core ideology while incorporating a new branding statement:
"IREM's brand and identity of excellence will be based on pro-

viding indispensable, leading -edge programs and services." The

full plan can be found on the IREM Web ite under the "About
IREM" tab.

The Council also discussed and prioritized results of a three -

question scanning survey about future business challenges,
solutions for business problems and "must have" IREM pro-
grams and services. The results of the prioritization will be used
to shape development of products and services as well as com-

munication about existing member resources.

New Student and Academic
Member Categories
The Council approved two new forms of membership in support

of the Institute's strategy to "develop and implement an outreach

program to interest students and others making career decisions
in pursuing a career in real estate management."

Full-time students attending an accredited college or university

will be able to join the Institute as Student Members for $40 per
academic year and receive 1PM, discounts and access to services

on the IREMFirst site. Chapters will be encouraged to reach out

to this member group of future professionals. At the same time,

faculty at colleges and universities may join IREM as Academic

Members for $195 in annual dues and also receive JPM, dis-
counts and access to services on the IREMFirst site.

Legislative and Public Policy Statements
 The Council adopted a new policy statement on Small Business

Health Plans. This supports proposals to allow bonafide associ-

ations to offer health insurance coverage to their members under

a single set of federally prescribed rules.

 The Council modified two existing policies:
IREM's policy statement on Federal Ownership and

Leasing of Public Buildings was revised to support GSA'S

efforts to meet federal office space needs using commercial

leased space to the maximum extent practicable.

 IREM's policy statement on the Americans with

Disabilities Act of 1990 was expanded to include responses

to specific questions that will have an impact on comments

on proposed changes to regulations.

The new and revised legislative and public policy statements can

be found on the IREM Web site under the Public Policy tab.

JPM www.irem.org
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Ethics and Discipline Committee

The Board ofEthical Inquiiy reviewed four new cases. One case

will be forwarded for hearing and two were dismissed. In the
fourth case, a member's CPM status will be terminated under
the bylaws for criminal sexual abuse subject to a show cause

hearing, if requested. Two of the new cases involved CPM
Members, one an ARM candidate and one an AMO firm.
Additional evidence in a case involving a CPM Member was
reviewed under old business and the Board voted to forward that

case for hearing. Four membership applications were reviewed

and will be returned for processing.

The Ethics Hearing and Discipline Board conducted two hear-

ings. In the first, an ARM Member was charged by his former

employer, a CPM Member, with violations of Articles 2, 3, 4, 8

and 10 of the ARM Code of Ethics. The Complainant charged

the Respondent with falsely advising employees their jobs were in

jeopardy but for his efforts, creating a Web site for a property but

listing it under his own domain name and extensively deferring

maintenance. Neither party was present for the hearing. In a

written response, the Respondent stated the charges were without

basis, maintenance was performed in a timely fashion, the own-
ers of the property asked him to maintain the Web site for their

property after he was terminated by the Complainant and he was

awarded unemployment compensation over objections filed by

the Complainant. The Hearing Board found the Complainant

had not met the burden of proof and found the Respondent not

in violation of the ARM Code of Ethics.

The second case was brought by a CPM Member against an

AMO firm and alleged violations of Articles 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 and 2.1

of the AMO Code and Articles 10 and 12 of the CPM Code.

The charges stemmed from the firm's alleged failure to disclose

lead -based paint hazards. In a consent decree, the firm agreed to

spend nearly $1 million to remove lead paint from rental units,

to pay a $10,000 civil penalty for failing to comply with the lead

paint disclosure law and give $70,000 to the Sustainable
Resource Center for lead paint abatement activities. The
Respondent AMO firm provided a written response but did not
appear before the Board. The Respondent stated the firm had
performed lead -based paint inspections and certification of all

pre -1978 units. Agreement was reached with the Department of

Housing and Urban Development and testing was done on the
effected complexes. The fIrm chose a solution more expensive

than required under the Lead -Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act

of 1992. The company agreed to the $10,000 civil penalty when

it was determined some of the leasing agents had not followed
their policies. Pointing out that the penalty was relatively iow in

proportion to the number of effected units, the Respondent con-

tended the safety and health of their tenants was not affected and

the firm had not violated the CPM and AMO codes of ethics.

The Board determined the Respondent had a legal as well as

an ethical duty to inform residents

of pre -1978 buildings of lead -based

paint hazards. The Board further
determined senior management
had the responsibility of making
sure the firm's policies and proce-

dures were followed by their leasing

agents and all employees. The fol-
lowing discipline was imposed: the

Executive CPM must take the

Ethics 800 course by October 31,
2005, or his CPM status will be sus-

pended until the requirement is

met. An unpublished letter of cen-
sure will be issued to the AMO firm

stipulating the firm must provide
the Board with their implementa-
tion plan by October 31, 2005, or
the letter will be published.

An IREM Member speaks to the Governing Council.
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Clockwise from top left: Attendee at Governing
Council session; visitors to the IREM resource
center enjoyed demonstrations and short
presentations; Randy Woodbury and JoAnne
Corhitt hosted the awards presentation;
Governing Councilors review future business
challenges; Jay Windsor welcomes Region 4
attendees; Tony Smith delivers the State of
IREM address.
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Leadership and Legislative Summit Award Winners
Lloyd D. Hanford, Sr., Distinguished
Activity Award
Winner: Ken Goodacre, CPM

Chapter of the Year Award
Outstanding Progress:

Delaware Valley Chapter No. 3

Michigan Chapter No. 5

Indianapolis Chapter No. 24

Rochester-Western New York Chapter No. 58
Greater Nashville Chapter No. 71

Las Vegas Chapter No. 99

Fort Worth Chapter No. 103

Best Practices:

Delaware Valley Chapter No. 3-Education
Michigan Chapter No. 5-Trade Show
Dallas Chapter No. 14-Strategic Planning
Memphis Chapter No. 20-Membership Recruitment

Small Category (less than 99 CPM Members):

Gold: El Paso Chapter No. 84

Silver: Southern Colorado Chapter No. 53

Bronze: South Florida Chapter No. 19

Medium Category (between 100 and 199 CPM Members):

Gold: Milwaukee Chapter No. 13
Silver: Memphis Chapter No. 20

Bronze: New Jersey Chapter No.1

Large Category (more than 200 CPM Members):

Gold: Houston Chapter No. 28

Silver: Dallas Chapter No. 14

Bronze: San Diego Chapter No. 18

PresidentialAward- "Best of the Best" Chapter:

Winner: Milwaukee Chapter No. 13

Membership Recruitment Award
CPM Recruitment:

Greater New York Chapter No. 26

Virginia Tidewater Chapter No. 39
Northern Ohio Chapter No. 41
Minnesota Chapter No. 45

ARM Recruitment:

Boston Metropolitan Chapter No. 4
Northern Virginia Chapter No. 77

Idaho Snake River Chapter No. 107

Associate Recruitment:

New Jersey Chapter No. 1

Greater Los Angeles Chapter No. 6

South Florida Chapter No. 19

Greater New York Chapter No. 26

lIE Award
Promotion:

Dallas Chapter No. 14

Utah Chapter No. 33

Wichita Chapter No. 65

Most Improved Chapter Award
Northern Ohio Chapter No. 41

North Carolina Piedmont Chapter No. 56
Central Florida Chapter No. 60

Most Improved Region Award
Region 10
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Eastern Intrigue
A travelogue reports high-tech amenities and building operations in the Far East
by Charles Achilles

This spring's Realcomm Asia NextGen Commercial Real Estate

Tour provided a glimpse of leading -edge building infrastructures

and communications systems in Tokyo, Seoul, Shanghai, Hong

Kong and Singapore. The nine -day trip included tours of 15 prop-

erties. Participants had a chance to observe building automation

systems, operation centers, digital malls, future cities, digital sig-

nage, integrated comprehensive broadband and the digital tenant

lifestyle in the Asian market. Highlights of the tour included:

Tokyo

Roppongi Hills Complex-Mon Tower

This 60 -floor, four million-sq. ft. project opened two years ago

with 230 retailers, a cinema complex, hotel, multifamily resi-

dences, art center and observation deck. The property is built

with cutting -edge, ultra -high speed information network facili-

ties. The building has a 100 -MB per second, double -loop net-

work, and the broadband hard -wired to all units has unlimited

speed. The property is serviced by WiMax, an umbrella -like radi-

ator of a wireless Internet signal. Cellular phones work every-

where in the building thanks to boosting devices.

The building's public parking is automated. Standard -size

cars are moved by a floor on rollers. Three elevators transport

cars between levels in the 190 -car garage. Cars take about 60 to

90 seconds to move to or return from the ground floor to a park-

ing spot. The sole attendant controls operations by punching in

the floor and slot number.

Maintenance requests are handled via e-mail or phone text

messages and passed along to maintenance personnel. Inter -

building communications take place via flat -screen monitors,

linking property managers and dedicated security personnel iii a

24/7 disaster center. Surveillance cameras and the latest disas-

ter prevention systems ensure a quick response.

Matsushita/Panasonic Corporate Headquarters

Matsushita aims to contribute to the realization of a ubiquitous

networked society coexisting with the global environment. Its

products include building automation systems to control HVAC

and lighting, self-cleaning exterior windows and advanced light-

ing technologies.

The 28 -floor building has fiheroptic cable for telecommunica-

tions and video conferencing and wireless capability available

throughout. A system called EMIT controls the lights, building

management and security. Energy conservation systems

include: sensor -activated lighting and air conditioning; solar

power cells; airflow wiiidows, which use a gap between two

panes of glass to move heated air from between the panes out

of the building and blinds controlled by a central command cen-

ter in response to heat. After lunch, all office lights increase

intensity to keep workers awake. These adjust to sunlight com-

ing into the work space. According to senior staff, the

Matsushita building is 20 percent more energy efficientthan oth-

ers in Tokyo.

Seoul

Coex international Mall, Convention Center and Exhibition

This property's vision is to symbolize 21st century Korea and fur-

nish the younger generation with fun and culture. It is the largest

undergrouiiid shopping area in the country with an exhibition and

convention center located aboveground.

The 1.3 million-sq. ft. complex features digital signage, free

high-speed Internet and video Internet phones. The property is

being tested for wireless applications. Managers communicate

via the Internet and take electronic work orders.

In the shopping center, movie tickets (complete with seat

selection) can be purchased by cell phone at a kiosk. Several

stores offer free use of personal computers and Internet access

to customers. A free phone area allows calls anywhere in Korea

if customers first watch a brief commercial on a video screen.

The gaming center allows visitors to compete against individu-

als or teams in other parts of the country and watch the action

on a plasma screen.

Digital Media City

This project is currently under development with a goal to be

the world's foremost production center for digital media and a

world -class, industrial -academic research center. Its Digital

Media Street will be lined with new gadgets, devices and

products like a streetlight (Intelight) that increases intensity as

people walk toward it and reduces energy consumption when

no one is present. In addition, a product called LocAware will

send niessages to PDAs or cell phones as a user passes a

building, e.g., if you walk by a movie theater you will receive

features and show times.
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New Songdo City

New Songdo City is a master -planned international business center to

be developed on 1,500 acres of reclaimed land along Incheon's water-

front, 40 miles south of Seoul. This 10 -year, $20 billion project will

include 15 million square feet of office and retail, 80,000 residential units,

schools, hospitals, hotels, a convention center, a cultural celiter, parks

and a golf course.

The development will feature Samsung Homevita packages, a new

paradigm in total living solutions to integrate existing home networking

with autoniation solutions and network -based devices. The products

use land -based and wireless applications for electronic entrance (bio-

metric security), bedroom (plasma artwork/visitor security system),

kitchen (networked Internet appliances), family room (entertainment

integration) and bathroom (smart toilet and Honie MD, which checks

pulse, weight and temperature) solutions. These will be introduced to

the U.S. market within the next year.

Shanghai
Aurora Plaza

This riverfront landmark has the world's largest LCD screen integrated

in the exterior façade. At night, it displays advertisements, artwork arid

government messages generating an income stream of about $120,000

per month.

The 630,000-sq. ft. structure also features an operations center pro-

vided by Honeywell and Siemens, Cameras are located throughout the

building arid video monitors display 16 images per screen. The fire sys-

tems, door alarnis, locks and HVAC for the entire building are controlled

here. Our guide stated the system reduced total operating costs by 15

to 20 percent. Also within this room was a small computer that placed a

.jpeg file on the building's exterior LCD display.

Multiple buildings in different cities could be controlled from one

center using this technology, reducing or eliminating the need for on -

site personnel. The application could become a virtual property manag-

er. In addition, installing 50- to 60 -in, plasma screens with cameras in

every building in a portfolio can provide two-way audio arid video com-

munication from one property to another, especially valuable in emer-

gency situations.

Hong Kong
Cyberport

The Cyberport is a symbol of Flong Kong's determination to develop as

a leading information technology arid digital city. The property houses

one million square feet of grade A, intelligent office space, a 250,000-sq.

ft. retail and entertainment complex and a five-star hotel. The equip-

ment, technology and software features include: ubiquitous wireless

i'ww

a

lop to bottom: Self-cleaning airflow windows at Tokyo's Matsushita!
Panasonic Corporate Headquarters; automated parking system at
Tokyo's Roppongi Hills Complex transports cars using rollers and elevators;
the operations center control room at Aurora Plaza in Shanghai demonstrates
the capability of monitoring multiple buildings in different cities; cell phone
kiosk at Coex International Mall allows visitors to purchase movie tickets
and select seats.
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The control room at Singapore's Capital Towers is coordinated by the
GALILEO facility management system.

LAN (cabled access is 100 MB per second and wi-fi is 45-50 MB

per second), separate LAN for video/audio data, satellite master

antenna television system, on -demand video and data, cable and

block -wiring capabilities, smart card access system, tenant cen-

tral data exchange, internal private network supporting up to 10

GB per second of high-speed data, communications for confer-

ences and meetings with up to 150 ports at a single venue, Web -

casting capabilities and interactive kiosks.

Dividable theaters and training rooms hold as many as 300

people and contain state-of-the-art projectors and networks,

including ultra -large LED displays, plasma screens, LED signage,

built-in video conferencing, high -resolution LCD projectors and

plasma screens. The Digital Media Centre is a unique, state-of-

the-art multimedia facility with high- and standard -definition

video production, professional digital sound production and 3-D

modeling and animation. The theaters and Digital Media Center

are rented by the hour or day at a competitive rate. Cash flow

from these rentals funds technology upgrades.

The control center is accessed by a thumbprint scan, followed

by a retina scan at a second door. A face arid body scan security

system is being developed. The control room has 12 screens, each

displaying 36 live camera images. Phone, fax and e-mail are con-

trolled by one interface and e-mail can be played audibly.

Two International Finance Center

The International Finance Center is an integral part of a massive

urban plan to construct a world -class waterfront promenade.

Two office towers, a mall and hotel comprise 4.7 million square

feet. The highlight was the building operators center where 950

live camera shots of the property are displayed on split screens,

monitored by two 24/7 security employees.

The building has real-time temperature control. Colored moni-

tors display green from a sensor location if the temperature is with-

in two degrees of its setting arid red if the variance is off by more

than two degrees. The control room also monitors sensors from

building chillers, outside building dampers regulating humidity and

heat exchangers and video feed from high-speed elevators.

Singapore

Capital Towers

This 52 -story, 743,000-sq. ft. building has a fully integrated intelli-

gent building system. A super -high speed, 622 MB per second

fiberoptic backbone links the mechanical and electrical systems,

arid a high-level interface coordinates communications arid inter-

actions. It was the first building to have elevators equipped with

dual LCD panels providing real-time television feeds. A parking

management system displays real-time status of available space

and digital panels allow parking reservations.

In the 17 -floor Government of Singapore Investment

Corporation (GIC) portion of the building, the nerve center is a

facility management system known as GALILEO. This provides a

single platform to manage, operate and maintain various mechan-

ical, electrical and communication subsystems and may be the

wave of the future in buildings able to afford the technology.

All building services such as security,fire and lighting are inte-

grated, and operational procedures can be changed by adjusting

desktop preferences. For example, users can change the operat-

irig hours for their lights or air conditioner by pressing a desk

phone button, which is detected by GALILEO arid passed along as

a command to the lighting and air-conditioning systems. GIC users

submit their requests through a Web -based form from their desk-

tops, and the facility operator attends to their request using a PDA.

The system provides zone- and group -level control, enabling

users to adjust their environment within allowed parameters. After

an operational change, the facility management team can obtain

feedback from automatically generated reports to facilitate con-

tinuous quality improvement.

Our guide said they have fewer call backs because manage-

ment controls the shades, lights and air conditioning at set times.

If a worker needs to stay past the time announced by a broadcast

warning, he or she can press a phone buttoti arid extend service.

When the property manager gets the request, lie or she uses a

PDA to adjust the blinds and set the temperature based on sen-

sors installed in the ceiling.

The property manager is an IT -level person who controls vari-

ous hardware arid software arid converses with the on -site maim-

tenance staff to coordinate service and work orders.

Just in case anyone works up a thirst, on -site vending

machines allow the purchase of soft drinks by using a cell phone

to enter an access number. The soda is charged to the phone bill.

Charles Achilles (cachilles@irem.orgl is the Institute's vice president for
Iegislatioii and research services.

Log on to www.irem.org/jpm to read about the rental markets and ciis-
toms in these cities.
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or call (800) 837-0706 to ordet

When fire and water

TAKE CONrUROL1
of your business, we help you

TAKE IT BACK.

Service Response Guideincs*

Within one hour from notice of loss,
a SERVPRO® Franchise Professional
contacts you to arrange for service.

Within four hours of loss notification,

( 4) _______
a SERVPRO® Franchise Professional
is on -site to start mitigation services.

Within eight business hours of on -site

8 arrival, a verbal briefing of the scope
is communicated to the appropriate
person.

*Exccptions may apply under certain conditions, such as a local
catastrophic event or storm situation.

Like it never even happened.TNI

1 -800-SE RVPRO

Fire & Water - Cleanup & Resforation

Independently Owned and Operated

p Restoration:
Fire, Smoke and Soot

 Water Removal and Dehumidification
Mold Mitigation and Remediation
Catastrophic Storm Response

r  Move Outs and Contents Restoration
Electronics and Equipment

 Document Drying
Contents Claim Inventory Service

Cleaning:
Air Ducts and HVAC

 Biohazard, Crime Scene and Vandalism
 Carpet, Upholstery, Drapes and Blinds

Member of Ceilings, Walls and Hard Floors
 Odor Identification
 Deodorizatian
- Services vary bytocatioii servpro .com www.ernet.us
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Let the Sun Shine In
A comparison of the benefits of spectrally selective
vs. conventional window film
by Marty Watts

When window film is

good, it blocks heat,

reduces HVAC costs and improves
tenant comfort and productivity.
When window film is bad, it does
not block as much heat as it could,
changes exterior appearance, reduces

the ability to see into and out of win-

dows and, perhaps worst of all,
significantly reduces natural light

entering the building.
What's a property manager with

a solar overheating problem to
do? First, review the basics.
Conventional film, both tinted and
reflective, has been around since the

1960s. Tinted film blocks heat by
absorption. Reflective film, which
sometimes appears mirrored, reflects

heat. Some of these films block heat
better than others, but all to some
degree contribute to the problems
identified above. Perhaps the worst
issue is the inability to transmit sig-

nificant levels of natural light. In

some cases, metalized heat -reflective

coatings block as much as 85 percent

of light from entering a building.
Compounding this, the use of con-
ventional window film often requires

additional interior illumination that
may generate heat and negate any
cost -saving benefits of installing
the film.

Studies conducted by the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
the California Energy Commission,
U.S. Department of Energy, Rocky
Mountain Institute and Lighting
Research Center document a rela-

tionship between low levels of
natural light and less than optimum

performance by building occupants.
Spending significant time in unnatu-

rally dark spaces causes people to feel

less energized, suffer more illness,
take more sick days and be less pro-
ductive than their counterparts in
naturally illuminated environments.

That's the bad news. The good
news is there is an alternative to con-
ventional window film. Spectrally

selective window film blocks heat
while simultaneously transmitting
light into commercial, retail and
institutional properties. Genuine
spectrally selective film transmits 70
percent of existing natural light,

while blocking as much, and in some

cases more, heat than most conven-
tional applied films.

When choosing between a reflec-
tive film that blocks more heat and a
spectrally selective film that blocks
somewhat less heat but transmits
more light, the smart money is on
the latter. This is illustrated by the
Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power's (LADWP) rebate pro-
gram for window film, which is

based on a film's luminous efficacy
constant, a measurement of its abil-
ity to simultaneously block heat and
transmit light. While a very reflective

film that blocks more heat than a
spectrally selective film earns a 55 -
cent per sq. ft. rebate from LADWP,
a spectrally selective film that blocks

less heat but lets in more light
receives an 85 -cent per sq. ft. rebate.

Only spectrally selective films with
luminous efficacy constants over 1.0
receive the higher rebate.

Less expensive conventional win-

dow films have a shorter payback
time compared to spectrally selective

films. However, it's necessary to fac-
tor in the cost of extra energy used to
compensate for the film's inability to

transmit sufficient light, which
makes the payback for conventional
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and spectrally selective film compa-
rable. Given rising electricity rates,
the return on investment for spec-
trally selective film is improving-
averaging less than four years.

Such considerations motivated
the Williford Property Group, man-
agers of the Howrey Building in
Houston, to install spectrally selec-
tive film on the six -story structure.
Built in 1981, the all -glass building
experienced overheating on its south
and west sides, causing tenants to
complain about high temperatures
and HVAC operating costs.

"We saw a demonstration of spec-
trally selective film and were

convinced it was the solution to our
overheating problem," said Greg
Wood, chief engineer with Williford
Property Group.

Because spectrally selective film is

clear and relatively colorless, its use
does not change the appearance of
existing glass. In this case, with the
overheating problem limited to two
facades, conventional film would
have needed to be installed on all
four sides to maintain a consistent
exterior appearahce, while the spec-
trally selective film was installed only

on those windows through which
overheating was a problem.

Though definitive measurements
have yet to be taken, Wood believes
air conditioning costs have been
reduced by about 10 percent since
the installation of the film.
"Certainly building occupants have

reported a decrease in temperature,"
he said.

Window film manufacturers con-
tinue to research and develop applied

films that will block even greater
amounts of heat while transmitting
high levels of light. Other enhance-
ments that may one day become
available include increased durabil-
ity, strength and resistance to
environmental and climatic stress,

resulting in greater film life

expectancy. For more information
about both spectrally selective and
conventional window film refer to
the International Window Film
Association (www.iwfa.com) and the

Association of Industrial Metallizers,
Coaters and Larninators (www.aim
cal.com). [1

Marty Watts (800-217-7046, www.v-kool-usa.
corn) is president and CEO, V-Kool, Inc.,
Houston, a distributor of spectrally selective
applied films for architectural, automotive and
specialized vehicular applications.
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available include increased durabil-
ity, strength and resistance to
environmental and climatic stress,

resulting in greater film life

expectancy. For more information
about both spectrally selective and
conventional window film refer to
the International Window Film
Association (www.iwfa.com) and the

Association of Industrial Metallizers,
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cal.com). [1

Marty Watts (800-217-7046, www.v-kool-usa.
corn) is president and CEO, V-Kool, Inc.,
Houston, a distributor of spectrally selective
applied films for architectural, automotive and
specialized vehicular applications.
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Focus: Security/Key Control

Hidden Camera

Beacon Products's award -winning Integrated Wireless Camera

Surveillance System is an unobtrusive security option. The dis-

creet product looks like a decorative outdoor light fixture and

features a broadband wide -

area network transmission

system, allowing 24/7 real-

time video to be viewed from

fixed central or multiple

mobile locations. It uses

American Encryption

Standards to provide greater

security against unauthorized access, cou-

pled with mesh technology that routes

signals around obstructions. The camera

blends unobtrusively into a broad range of

environments including corporate buildings

and grounds, shopping plazas and historic

districts. For more information, visit

www.beaconproducts.com.

Friendly Audit

Videx's CyberAudit Version 1.3 Softt,vare provides support for

CyberKeyAuthorizer remote stations with network and modem

capabilities. CyberLock users can now receive access privileges

and entry authorization daily at the exterior of a building by

inserting their key into the Authorizer. At the same time, a record

of their activities from the previous day is downloaded to a host

computer. For extra security, CyberAudit software provides

exception reports and e-mail notification of particular events. A

comprehensive audit trail of all activity is stored in both the

locks and keys. Keys

can be set to expire

automatically at spe-

cific times and dates.

Each user key carries a

schedule of what locks

the key is authorized to

open, at what times

and days and the leiigth of time the key is valid. Most impor-

tantly, one key can be programmed to access safes, doorways,

cabinets and padlocks throughout an entire facility. For more

information, visit www.videx.com.

Lock -down Mode

The ViprLock 1100 Series Apartment Deadbolt from EZ Change

Lock Company was specifically designed to meet the needs of

apartment managers. The product is based on a breakthrough

mechanical concept, easily and safely resetting tumblers to

match a different key, rendering the old one invalid. One of the

standout features is a "lockout key" that instantly rejects a ten-

ant key without requiring the manager to open a door or enter

an apartment. Locks can be ordered in a construction key mode

for working with contractors. Once a building is ready for occu-

pancy, a tenant key can be inserted and turned to automatically

invalidate the construction keys and set the lock to match the

new key. Adjustable collars and selectable backsets permit the

one -in, dead -bolts to easily replace most existing locks. For

more information, visit www.ezchangelock.com.

Exclusive Copy

The ML Key Control System from Master Lock has an innovative

added cylinder lock to make key -controlled security cost-effec-

tive for most applications. The system eliminates the risk of key

copies being made by unauthorized employees at retail hard-

ware stores or home centers. An exclusive range of key cuts,

produced from protected, proprietary blanks, is available with

every ML system. The exclusive key and cylinder designs allow

the creation of numerous one -of -a -kind "virtual keyways,"

dedicate specific keys

particular buildings and prevent unauthorized duplication by

completely restricting blanks. The new cylinder is offered in

Master Lock's traditional laminated steel padlock line as well

as the heavy-duty ProSeries to allow flexibility in selecting the

right padlock. For more information, visit www.masterlock.com.

Blast Froni the Past

Therm-O-Lite Safety Series Windows from Maine Glass offer a

high -security retrofit option for new

and existing buildings. This unique

window system is installed inside a

building's prime windows, gerlerat-

ing significantly lower project

costs-typically less than half of

those associated with traditional

blast -resistant windows. The Safety

Series is ideal for historic buildinos ///
because the windows are installed

from the inside without changing

existing sight lines. Independent

testing resulted in the windows

receiving the highest safety classi-

fication available under the federal GSA/ISC glass hazard rating

scheme. For more information, visit www.maineglass.com.
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Safe Harbor

CyberLock Safe Locks from Videx bring full -function access con-

trol and an audit trail to safes. Benefits include a coilcise record

of events stored in both lock and key. A CyberKey can be set to

automatically expire within minutes, hours, days, months or even

shift -by -shift. Multiple keys can be required to gain entry to the

lock, or a delay can be programmed to force the user to wait a

specified period before access is granted. In the event a key is

misplaced or stolen, it can be denied all access to the system.

Safe locks are offered in two different styles: one version works

in conjunction with a key-

pad; the other replaces

the keypad entirely. Both

support swing -bolt,

spring -bolt or dead -bolt

locking actions.

CyherLocks are also

available for doorways, cabinets and padlocks. Because access

privileges reside in the CyherKey, one key can be programnied

to access the safe, cash drawers arid all doorways throughout a

facility. For more information, visit www.videx.com.

Eye in the Sky

The Super Stealth 360 Outdoor Motion Sensor detects 180

degrees out plus 360 degrees down, with double overlapping

sensors reaching 70 feet to the side for total coverage and easy

aiming. The unit's two detection patterns offer faster, easier

installation and rio dead zones, rnak-

ing the product great for both

wide-angle and long-range applica-

tioris. The Super Stealth is the only

sensor with three scanning LEDs for

24 -hour security. It is equipped with

an evening timer, which keeps lights

on for up to eight hours after dusk

and protects against surges up to

6,000 volts, eliminating power quality

and lightning problems. Temperature compensation allows con-

sistent all -season sensing without adjustment, and radio

frequency immunity prevents false triggers. The floodlight kits

come completely wired and assembled, For more information,

visit www.rabweb.com.

Carry That Load

Russelectric PLC Power Control Systems provide

eniergency/back-up power to keep critical security equipment

running. These custom -designed and manufactured low- and

medium -voltage, on -site systems feature single or multiple gen-

erators to automatically pick up critical loads if normal power is

lost. The PLC controls start

arid stop prime movers,

annunciate prime -mover

status and alarms and con-

trol priority loads. Systems . .

also include synchronizing r

L ______switchgear and sensors to ' _______

monitor pertinent data from

generator sets and the

overall systeril. Optional control capabilities include load

demand (for fuel management) and integrated SCADA and simu-

lationi. In addition to emergency power, system designs may

include a variety of sophisticated control functions such as

cogeneration, peak shaving, load curtailment and utility parallel-

irig for both open- and closed -transition transfer. For more

information, visit www.russelectric.com,

Box of Locks

The new single -piece, covered Padlock Wall Station from

Master Lock is virtually indestructible and offers the ability to

limit access to authorized users. The station is designed to stand

up to use in an industrial setting arid features a unique lunge to

allow the cover to be opened and held in that position for easy

access. The cover can he secured with a combination padlock,

helping prevent loss of valuable safety lockout padlocks. The

station comes either unfilled or stocked with a choice of Master

Lock Xenoy 41ORED, laminated steel 3RED or American Lock

Aluniirium 1106 RED padlocks and in eitherfour-, 10- or 20 -lock

sizes. For more information, visit www.masterlock.com.

Barbarians at the Gate

The new Bounce Back Card Reader Stand from Gate Packages

Urihiniited can withstand the impact of a vehicle, flex arid bounce

back to upright position uridaniiaged. Made with rust -proof

aluminum turhing, the stand works with any card reader or tele-

phone entry device. Facilities and gated coriiriiunities using this

type of access control equipment will find the stand a valuable

solution to the problem of pedestals being damaged by errant

drivers. For more information, visit www.gatepackages.com.
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__ Pick Your Partner
/ ' Price is not the only factor to consider when

selecting a service provider
by John Anthis, Jr., CPM

Managers play an ilnpor-

tant role in improving
tenant retention. I can think of nothing

more vital to this goal than assembling

a team who will provide exemplary

service. This delivery team should be

staffed with the best candidates.

What about service providers?
Company manuals almost universal-

ly dictate work be awarded to the
low bidder. Should this be so? What

if I suggested we hire employees by

simply posting job requirements and
hiring the applicant who will work
the cheapest?

I evaluate prospective service

providers against a set of guidelines I

remember by the acronym PICK P is

for price. Actually, if it were not for

the convenience of a relevant acronym,

price would be discussed last. I prefer

to qualify according to the three other

guidelines and use price as the tie

breaker. The caveat here is to only bid

contractors you feel comfortable hav-

ing as part of your team. This means

establishing a pool of service providers

by constantly evaluating contractors.

Keep in mind what we seek is value.

The benefit may come in the form of

superior workmanship, expedient per-

formance or some other intangible.
The low bid can be a tempting seduc-

tress that leads to disappointment.

Integrity is high on my list of pri-

orities. A wise person once advised to

never do business with those we don't

trust. We want team members who about training on the latest tech -

will stand behind their work, willing- niques? Can we count on them to be
ly correct mistakes, never take advan- our experts when it comes to compli-

tage and on whom we can count ance with government codes, rules

for schedules and quality. What is and regulations?

their reputation among peers,
customers and the business com-
munity? I believe we truly are judged

by the company we keep.

C signifies capability. The partner

should not only possess necessary

skills, but also be the right size to

effectively perform the task. Some
projects require a large, diversified

contractor and others are best accom-

plished by a small mom-and-pop
operation. Each will be more cost-
effective in its particular niche.

K is the service provider's industry

knowledge. Property management has

become so complicated and varied, we

must rely on our contractors for expert

advice. As our consultants, what are

their qualifications? Are they certified?

Do they hold designations? I -low

There you have it-PICK the right

partners for your team. Partnering is a

concept garnering a lot of attention
lately. It is a paradigm shift for most of

us, which brings us back to the begin-

ning. To practice partnering, treat

your service providers as true members

of the team and establish long-term
relationships. This will ensure loyalty

and a level of performance well
beyond that attained by constantly
seeking the best price. Can customer

satisfaction and, consequently, value

be far behind? fl

John Anthis, Jr., CPM, (janthis@reocpart
ners.com) is property manager, REOC

Partners, San Antonio.

This has been excerpted from an article orig-
inally published in Commercial Real Estate

Advisor, a publication of REOC Partners Ltd.
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"We're known for quality management, and thanks to
Q uadel, we're also known for quality compliance."

As a housing professional, you know that the hard
work of development is followed by hard work of a
different sort - years of high quality management and
compliance with Section 8 and other regulations.

For over 25 years, Quadel has been training and
certifying professionals who are committed to
compliance with affordable housing program
regulations. In the past three years, over
10,000 people have attended the Quadel training
courses that we regularly schedule throLighout the
country. We have also developed and run over 150
customized in-house training programs for our clients.

In addition, we provide consulting services for owners,
managers and agencies who have compliance needs
beyond training, For example, we evaluate compliance
quality, solve problems and help our clients prepare
for reviews by government or other auditors.

We're proud to say that our training and consulting
work has produced real results. We have helped our
clients meet housing program rules and regulations,
serve their own residents better and achieve their
management and investment objectives.

For more information, visit our website at
www.quadel.com. Then call our Manager of
Training, Donna Canestra at 202-789-2500. Let's
talk about how we can help you meet your HUD
Section 8 or other regulatory compliance needs.

QUADEL CONSULTING Ii
Together we can make a difference in affi.ndab/e Iiou.dng.
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A special thanks

to these and all of

our valued clients
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Th. Gubt! O,st,buUon Solut,on

ProLogis is a leading global

provider of integrated distri-

bution facilities and services,

with over 200 million

square feet of industrial

space throughout North

America, Europe and Japan.

&RESHEGIS (;IULI,

Sares-Regis Group manages

$2.1 billion in assets

including 15 million square

feet of commercial property,

10,400 apartment units

and 1,000 acres of land.

CUSH MAN &
ø) WAKEFIELD

GII R& Efl.1* -

Cushman & Wakefield has

a global portfolio of more

than 410 million square

feet and maintains 169

offices in 46 countries,

PINNACLE

Pinnacle Realty Management

Company is the the largest

entirely fee -based

management company in the

country. Their $4.8 billion

portfolio is comprised of

108,000 multifamily units

and 9 million sq. ft. of office,

industrial and retail assets.

INVESCO

Invesco is one of the world's

largest independent

investment management

firms, with clients in over

100 countries.

LINCOLN
PROPERTY
COMPANY

Lincoln Property Company

is one of the largest real

estate service firms in the

United States, employing

thousands of experienced

and dedicated people, and

managing more than

100,000 units.

CBRE
INVESTORS

CB Richard Ellis Investors,

L.L.C., a global real estate

investment management

firm with over $15 billion in

assets under management,

sponsors investment

programs in the United

States, Europe and

Asia for institutional

investors worldwide.

i,; penssoci,ies

Denholtz Associates, a

privately held development

and management company

operating in nine states,

has built a reputation as

one of the premier diver-

sified real estate companies

in the industry, managing

7.7 million square feet of

space and 1700 tenants.

TIM
CREF

The TIAA-CREF group of

companies, with $268 billion

in assets under management,

is a diversified national

financial services organi-

zation, including the premier

pension system for

educational and research

institutions.

Sentinelk

Sentinel Corporation

manages an extensive

portfolio of residential,

office, industrial, and retail

properties, comprised of

60,000 residential units and

8.5 million square feet of

commercial space

throughout the nation,

Trammell Crow Residential

has established itself as a

national leader in multifamily

residential development,

construction and man-

agement. TCR has developed

more than 170,000 multi-

family units and currently

manages more than 60,000

units throughout the country.

Yardi Systems, Inc. 4305. Fairview Ave. Goleta, CA 93117 800.866.1144 www.yardi.com
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INVESCO

Invesco is one of the world's

largest independent

investment management

firms, with clients in over

100 countries.

LINCOLN
PROPERTY
COMPANY

Lincoln Property Company

is one of the largest real

estate service firms in the

United States, employing

thousands of experienced

and dedicated people, and

managing more than

100,000 units.

CBRE
INVESTORS

CB Richard Ellis Investors,

L.L.C., a global real estate

investment management

firm with over $15 billion in

assets under management,

sponsors investment

programs in the United

States, Europe and

Asia for institutional

investors worldwide.
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Denholtz Associates, a

privately held development

and management company

operating in nine states,

has built a reputation as

one of the premier diver-

sified real estate companies

in the industry, managing

7.7 million square feet of

space and 1700 tenants.

TIM
CREF

The TIAA-CREF group of

companies, with $268 billion

in assets under management,

is a diversified national

financial services organi-

zation, including the premier

pension system for

educational and research

institutions.

Sentinelk

Sentinel Corporation

manages an extensive

portfolio of residential,

office, industrial, and retail

properties, comprised of

60,000 residential units and

8.5 million square feet of

commercial space

throughout the nation,

Trammell Crow Residential

has established itself as a

national leader in multifamily

residential development,

construction and man-

agement. TCR has developed

more than 170,000 multi-

family units and currently

manages more than 60,000

units throughout the country.
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